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Two important bills may be compromised
passed the House and could be up
By SY RAMSEY
for a vote in the Senate. It was
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP) — Two reported out of a Senate commitof the more important bills in the tee last week, albeit without any
1982 legislature — prevailing expression of opinion.
Buddy Adams, the governor's
wages and off-track betting -may be candidates for com- legislative liaison, said Brown
wants a less drastic measure, and
promise this week.
Both will have such impact on the governor himself said he
segments of Kentucky's economy wants to be sure both managethat Gov. John Y. Brown Jr., who ment and labor are treated fairly.
But with Senate floor action only
usually has been staying away
from controversial measures, has days away, Brown so far has offered no specific suggestions.
voiced his opinions.
The argument over prevailing
The prevailing wage measure
wages is a traditional

22

management-labor issue, and
unless there are major changes in
the House version, passage of the
bill by the Senate would be a
heavy blow to labor.
The measure exempts public
school and local government projects from the prevailing wage
law adopted in 1940.
It also raises the threshold of
coverage from $500 to $250,000.
Brown has met with both sides,
and more meetings_ aimed at a
mutual arrangement are likely,
perhaps until the final hours of
decision by the Senate.

Meantime, the off-track betting
issue is ready for House Appropriations and Revenue Committee action before arriving on
the House floor, with Brown more
emphatic in his views than on the
prevailing wage matter.
Another House committee ignored cautionary words by state
Racing Commission Chairman
William Sturgill and easily approved an omnibus measure
which would permit betting at six
locations and give financial aid of
$2.8 million annually to the hardpressed Latonia and Ellis Park

horseracing tracks.
The racing industry has been
seeking legislation that would increase attendance and revenue. It
opposes the effort by Brown and
Sturgill to go slower on financial
relief.
The governor does not like a section of the measure which gives
tax breaks to the smaller tracks,
favoring instead a freeze on their
taxes because it would have a
lesser impact on state revenues.
Brown and Sturgill prefer to
allow Latonia and Ellis to keep
future growth in state revenues

from the parti-mutuel wagering
tax.
Brown also wants to go slower
on off-tracking betting sites, saying he would prefer one in Northern Kentucky near Latonia and
perhaps one more at Paducah, not
far from Ellis Park.
Meantime, pressure has been
building from ministers in
western Kentucky, who have
formed the Organized Kentuckians Opposing Part-mutuel
Gambling. That group opposes the
legalization of regional "betting
parlors."

Interested constituents meet
locallegislators at breakfast
A group of interested citizens
met with Rep. Freed Curd, Murray, and Sen. Greg Higdon, Fancy
Farm,Saturday morning.
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LEGISLATION TALK — Rep. Freed Curd, Murray, (left photo)
and Sen. Greg Higdon, Fancy Farm,(right photo) met with constituents Saturday to discuss legislative issues. The dutch coffee was

sponsored by the Calloway County Democratic Executive Committee.
Staff photos by Matt Sanders

Gov. John Y. Brown.
Curd also felt a special session
would be called.
The representative, a member
of the education committee and
Sponsored by the Calloway
the education appropriations and
County Democrats Executive
revenue subcommittee, also
Committee, the meeting was to
stated concerns about the Council
give constituents an opportunity
of Higher Education. He felt the
to discuss issues with their
agency should be restructured
representation in Frankfort, acand show less prejudice toward
cording to Z.C. Enix, democratic
regional universities.
chairman.
Funds of the council also could
Higdon said most legislators be reduced, he added. Of the 53
have been discussing the budget. positions on the council, the top 10
No recommendations on the salaries are in the $43,000-range.
budget will be made until the
Higdon also said he was not
federal government decides on its pleased with the council and pelt
cuts, which may come sometime restructuring, for more equal
this summer, Higdon said.. He felt representatioa,was needed. Funa state budget decision will be ding for education is delinquent,
made a special session called by he added.

State, local officialsrefuse Reagan's plan
4

-44

WASHINGTON (AP) — State
and local leaders from both parties are flatly rejecting President
Reagan's entreaty that they
separate the 1983 budget battle
from his "new federalism."
Reagan invited members of the
National Governors' Association
and the National Association of
Counties to the White House today
to plead his case.
However, top administration officials made little headway Sunday when they asked governors
and state legislators to consider
the "new federalism" program on
its long-range merits and not get
bogged down in an argument over
budget figures.
After budget director David
Stockman and Rich Williamson,
Reagan's advisor on intergovernmental affairs, had made their
pleas and left, spokesmen for the

governors were asked whether
they were agreeing to separate
the issues.
"Oh, no. Oh, no," declared
Republican Gov. Richard Snelling
of Vermont, chairman of the
governors'association.
"That is not our position. The
1983 budget is, in the judgment of
many governors, very tied to the
capacity of the states to undertake
the new federal-state relationships," said Snelling.
"I'd like to underscore ( that),"
said Gov. Scott Matheson of Utah,
a Democrat who is next in line to
head the association.
"I think if we're going to go in
healthy in 1984 ( when the -new
federalism" would begin), we
can't take another hemmorhage
in 1983 like we did in 1982,"
Matheson said, referring to
federal spending cuts that have

slashed into state budgets.
Under Reagan's proposal, about
40 federal programs would be
turned over to the states beginning in 1984 and some federal tax
sources relinquished to the states
to help pay for them.
However, the proposed budget
for 1983 contains stiff cuts in the
programs, which the states might
have to make up even before
assuming full responsibility for
them.
The bipartisan resistance came
one day after a group of
Democratic governors, meeting
independently on the eve of the
association's annual winter conference, attacked the Reagan
budget and said immediate
economic problems would have to
be solved before the
new
federalism" could be taken
seriously.

Snelling said Sunday that-the
Democrats' earlier remarks actually were milder than they could
have been, given the partisan
nature of their Saturday meeting
with Democratic congressional
leaders.
Governors of both parties
agreed Sunday to work on new
federalism" — even if not exactly
on Reagan's terms.
The administration made
several substantial concessions to
the governors and the executive
committee of the National Conference of State Legislators,
which held a special meeting Sunday to coordinate with the governors meeting across the street in
another hotel.
Although some of the concessions had been implied earlier,
they went further and were given
(Continued On Page 2)

Quad State Band Festival scheduled on campus
Talented high school musicians
representing six states will
assemble at Murray State University Friday through Sunday, Feb.
26-28, for the 34th annual QuadState Band Festival.
High Schools in Indiana, Illinois,
Missouri, Tennessee, Arkansas
and Kentucky will be sending
honor music students to participate in the three-day event.

sunny day
Sunny today with highs in the
upper 50s to low 60s. Clear
tonight. Lows near-0. Mostly
sunny, windy and unseasonably
warm Tuesday. Highs in the
upper 60s.
Wednesday through Friday:
Mild with a chance of showers
Wednesday. Clearing and
cooler Thursday, sunny and
warmer on Friday. Highs in the
60s Wednesday, the mid 40s to
lower 50s Thursday and the 50s
Friday. Lows in the 40s
Wednesday, the 30s on Thursday and from 35 to 45 on Friday

Opening at 8 a.m. Friday, the
activity will include instrumental
clinics and rehearsals with guest
clinicians.
Two Concerts—a-re open to fife
public at no admission charge.
The first is a performance of the
Murray State Wind Ensemble at 8
p.m. Friday in Lovett Auditorium.
Guest soloists will be Shelli Scott,
a Caldwell County High School
senior, and Harvey Phillips, a
member of the music faculty at
Indiana University.
The festival's main concert is
scheduled at 1 p.m. Sunday., also
in Lovett Auditorium, and will involve a performance by all the
participants divided into three
ensembles — the Blue Band, conducted by James Swearingen; the
Gold Band, conducted by William
Shepherd, and the Symphony
Band, conducted by Carl St. Clair.
Swearingen is director of the acclaimed Grove City High School

Band in Grove City, Ohio. Under
his direction, the high schooi marching band and symphonic band
have received high standards of
performing excellence.
Swearingen also composes for
schools throughout the country
and is a staff arranger for the Ohio
State University Marching Band.
Shepherd is conductor of the
symphonic and marching bands at
the University of Northern Iowa.
While director of the Findlay,
Ohio College Band, he was named
one of the top ten music educators
in the country by School Musician
magazine.
Shepherd's professional experience as a trombone player includes touring with the Tommy
Dorsey Orchestra. He currently
plays trombone with the WaterlooCedar Falls Symphony.
St. Clair is a professor of conducting at the University of
Michigan where he is also music

director and conductor of the Contemporary Directions Ensemble.
St. Clair previously was instructor of trumpet and director of
bands at Southern Illinois University at Edwardsville. He also is a
National Federation of Music
Clubs award winner.
Among the students participating are these from
Calloway County:
Calloway County High School:
Tracy Beach, Jeff Dowdy, Tad
Dowdy, Kevin Hopkins, Bob
Houghton, Renee Taylor, Stacey
Underhill and Rick Wagoner.
Randy Heidlebaugh and Neil
Casey are the directors.
Murray High School: Eric Fish,
LaAnn Loberger, Lynne
Loberger, John Menkhaus, Kathy
Roberts, Lisa Russell, Laura
Sears, Gretta Shepard, Bill Smith,
Whitney Taylor and Steven Wells.
William Campbell and Paul
Blackburn are the directors.

William Shepherd

Carl St. Clair

James Swearingen
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Both local schools
receive first place
Both local high schools took first
and second place individual
events honors in the Western Kentucky University Invitational
speech Tournament.
The I.akers totalled 92 points
white Murray compiled 51 in the
event featuring 41 high schools
from Kentucky and Tennessee.
Jessamine County finished second
with 62 points.
Calloway also finished second in
debate behind Montgomery Bell
Academy, Nashville.
Mark Cooper of Calloway wonfirst place in storytelling. Secondplace honors included Sherri
Mills, dramatic interpretation;
Allan Miller, humorous interpretation; Jenise Boyd, girls extemporaneous speaking; and
Trisha Clark, poetry.
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BEST SEAT — David Greene, 3-year-old son of Murray State
basketball coach Ron Greene, has the best seat in the house for watching the Little Racers dribbling team perform. Tonight the Little
Racers will make an appearance during halftime of the Calloway
County boys game against Sedalia at CCHS'Jeffrey Gym.
Saturday the Little Racers performed during halftime of the MSUTennessee Tech game and last week they were seen at the Murray
High-Christian County game.
Staff photo by John Salerno

4r

Third places went to Clark,
dramatic interpretation; and Lisa
Hale, prose. Mills and Christi Hale
placed fourth in duet acting. Allen
McClard was fifth in boys extemporaneous speaking. Karen
Adams was fifth in prose.
For Murray, parry Wyatt and
Kellie Overbey placed second in
duet acting. Third places went to
Lisa Mukulcik, poetry; Bill Bossing, humorous interpretation; and
Mike Childress and Kate Shepard,
duet acting.
Childress also placed fourth is
humorous interpretation. Lisa
Russell and Sandra Whaley were
fifth and sixth, respectively, in
storytelling.
Larry England is the Calloway
coach. Mark Etherton coaches
Murray.
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Paducah representative feels
off-track betting will hurt city
PADUCAH,11(y.(AP)- A state
representative contends that offtrack betting would give the city
of Paducah a greater need for
welfare checks, would increase
crime and would bring on
economic problems.

western Kentucky city.
A crowd estimated between 500
and 1,000 attended the gathering
outside City Hall.
Ellington, in his second term in
the house, said that sponsors of
the bill are "trying to cram
something down our throats." He
said the measure, House Bill 143,
could be defeated by persons who
put character over wealth.
"You can legalize betting, but it
still is a sin," Ellington said.
The Rev. Dale Peterson, pastor
of Paducah's Broadway Baptist
Church and president of a new
group called Kentuckians Opposed to Parimutuel Gambling, said
the results of the rally "were excellent."
He said people opposed to the

Rep. Joel Ellington, a Democrat
whose district covers McCracken
County outside Paducah and Livington County, said legalized
gambling "is not a quick fix...It is
a blight that will haunt Americans
for years to come."
Ellington made his remarks
Saturday at a protest rally against
a proposed off-track betting
theater in Paducah. The theater
would be part of a proposed $17.5
million business complex in the

bill should pray and fast until 6
p.m.today.
"We also need 30,000 telephone
calls to Frankfort to assure
legislators a majority of the people are against pari-mutuel
gambling," said Peterson, a
former aide to Moral Majority
evangelist Jerry Falwell.
William Sanders, executive
secretary of the West Kentucky
Building and Construction Trades,
said that "I have never felt in my
life that I am as right as I feel I am
today" in opposing the bill.
The Rev. Don Young, pastor of
Bible Baptist Church, predicted a
statewide move against the offtrack betting measure this week.
He cited unfavorable reports
about legalized gambling in a national magazine and other
publications.
State Rep. Dolly McNutt, a
Democrat who represents most of
Paducah, said she favors the betting proposal. She had proposed
an amendment that failed that
would have allowed a referendum
on the question.

TOP SPELLERS — Grade level winners of the Murray City School Spelling Bee sponsored by the Murray
Education Association are Laura Cella, eighth grade; Bill Maddox,seventh grade; Mark Miller, fifth grade;
Debbie Rutledge, sixth grade. Fourth grade winner Don Easley was absent from the photo. Cella won the
right to represent Murray City Schools First District Education Association Contest by outspelling the other
grade level contestants. The contest will be in Murray on March 6 and will be hosted by the Murray Education
Association.

ElSalvador in
WASHINGTON (AP) - Congressmen split over the question
of increasing aid to El Salvador
agree that their constitutents are
wary of deepening U.S. involvement in the Central American
country.
"They don't want us to be involved," said Sen. Paul Tsongas,
D-Mass., a critic of the Reagan
administration's policy.
People have written Sen. Harry
F. Byrd Jr., a backer of President
Reagan's policy, to say "we don't
want another Vietnam in El
Salvador," according to Jack

HOSPICE ADVISORS — Maidng up the Hospice Advisory Council
for 1962 at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital are: Seated, Alta
Presson, the chairman-elect and a professor in the Department of
Home Economics and Child Studies at Murray State University, and
Nadine Turner, treasurer and director of nursing at the hospital.
Standing,from the left, Louise Sickel, the Hospice Program director
at the hospital; Wallace Baggett, chairman and a professor in the
Department of Professional Studies at Murray State; and Louise
Swann,the secretary and a Murray resident. The group was installed
in January.

Five killed in state traffic accidents
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) Five persons were killed in
weekend traffic accidents on Kentucky highways, according to
Kentucky State Police reports.
The deaths raised the state's
1982 fatality count to 88, compared
with 112 through the same date in
1981.
Michael A. Engler, 22, of
Frankfort, died Saturday from injuries suffered in a one-vehicle accident on Jones Lane about 1.6
miles south of Frankfort. No other
details were available from state
police.
Elizabeth J. Stivers, 20, of Manchester, was killed Saturday in a
one-vehicle accident about 3.1

miles south of Manchester on Kentucky 11. The car left the roadway,
struck a tree and went into a small
stream, police said.

in one of the vehicles involved in
the accident.
Police said that a 17-year-old
juvenile was charged with
reckless homicide and with failure
to stop and render aid.
Larry Wayne Bryant, .38, of
Louisville, was killed Friday when
he was struck by a car near the
Kentucky State Fairgrounds in
Louisville. According to police,
Bryant was a security guard who
was directing traffic at the time of
the mishap.
According to police, Eugene F.
Allen,63, of Louisville, was charged with manslaughter and driving
while intoxicated.

Barbara Holt, 37, of Sturgis,
died Saturday in a three-vehicle
mishap on U.S. 60 in Henderson.
James L. Wright, 20, of Henderson, identified by police as the
driver of another of the vehicles
involved, was charged with
second-degree manslaughter and
driving while intoxicated.
Kimberly Russell, 19, of Harrodsburg, was killed Friday night
in a four-car crash at an intersection in her hometown. Police said
that Ms. Russell was a passenger
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Davis, an aide to the Virgina independent.
Rep. Larry Winn, R-Kan., said
he assured people in his district
that "we're not trying to enlarge
the scope of our activities down
there," but found them concerned

causes concern
nonetheless about whether "El
Salvador is going to bleed us into
another Vietnam."
And Rep. William Gray III, DPa., who voted against aid to El
Salvador, says voters in the
Philadelphia district he

Fuel tanks to be loaded
CAPE CANAVERAL,Fla.(AP
- A loading test of the space shuttle's huge external fuel tank will
be the "major activity" on the
launch pad this week, Kennedy
Space Center officials said.
"This is a little more difficult
than driving up to the gas station
and saying, 'Fill it up," KSC
spokesman Dick Young said Sunday night of the loading exercise.
A mock flight of the Columbia
was successfully completed Fri60 by astronauts Jack Lousma
and Gordon Fullerton despite a 16minute delay caused by a computer problem. Officials said the
malfunction would have scrubbed
an actual flight, as would the fog
that hung in the air.
Young said workers today were
to begin preparing a large insulated pipe designed to carry the
super-cold liquid hydrogen and oxygen fuel to the shuttle's huge external tank. The actual test
loading will take place on Thursday and Friday, he said.
Young said the test-fueling will
mark the first time the shuttle's
tank has been filled at the launch
site. For the Columbia's two
previous flights, the tank was filled at a National Space Technology.
Laboratories testing facility near
New Orleans and transported to

Cape Canaveral by barge, he said.
Hydrogen, at 423 degrees below
zero,and oxygen, at 297 below, are
the main propellants for the shuttle's three main engines, Young
said.
The actual fuel loading process
takes two to three hours, Young
said, but once the external tank is
full, it will be emptied back into
holding tanks for the spacecraft's
third flight into space.

)Pl.

Garbage truck bomb blast
kills 15, wounds 61 in Tehran
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP ) - A
bomb hidden in a garbage truck
blew up outside a Revolutionary
Guards barracks in east Tehran
today, killing 15 people and wounding 61 others including school
children, the official Iranian news
agency said.
The force of the blast shattered
the truck, gouged a nine-foot
crater in the street, wrecked 20
nearby cars and blew out windows
more than 1,000 feet away, said
the Islamic Republican News
Agency (IRNA ), formerly known
as Pars. Most victims appeared to
be early morning rush-hour corn-

Michigan unions okay
contract agreement
DETROIT (AP) - Rank-andfile voting on an agreement between the United Auto Workers
union and Ford Motor Co. opened
this week with two Michigan
locals overwhelmingly approving
the pact.
UAW members at Local 896 in
Northville voted Sunday 131-5 in
favor of the contract agreement,
which is designed to save jobs for
UAW members and cut labor
costs for the No.2 automaker.
Members of Local 849 in Ypsilanti voted Sunday 778-60 for the
agreement.
•
"Given the economic condition
of the country, and the current
state of Ford's problems, I don't
see how anybody in his right mind
couldn't say we got a good deal,"
said Mike Pokerwinski, plant
chairman for the Ypsilanti local.
The two Detroit-area Ford
locals were the first of 94 union
bargaining units which will vote
on the contract through next SunUd y
If a majority of eligible voters,
which includes all active workers
and laid-off workers in good standing with the union, vote to approve the pact, it would become
effective March 1.
The 30-month contract, tentatively agreed to Feb. 13 after a
marathon negotiating session in
Detroit, provides for a 24-month
moratorium on plant closings. The
automaker also has offered a
profit-sharing plan and $70 million
in new supplemental unemployment benefits for laid-off workers.
Under the agreement, workers
with more than 15 years of seniority will receive at least 50 percent
•

represents "don't buy the administration's arguments that
Nicaragua and Cuba are the cause
of the problem" in the strife-torn
nation.
Congress was reassembling today after a break to observe Lincoln's and Washington's birthdays. The House Foreign Affairs subcommittee on interAmerican affairs is to resume
hearings Tuesday on the
Salvadoran aid issue.
Most lawmakers responding to
an Associated Press survey said
people are less concerned about
El Salvador than about economic
issues at home.
For the most part, they said the
voters are beginning to have second thoughts about Reagan's
economic program with its projected huge federal budget
deficits.

of their pay even if they are laid
off. Union members would be required to defer three quarterly
cost of living payments, to forego
paid personal holidays and the 3
percent "annual improvement"
raises.
Ford announced last week that
it lost $1.06 billion in 1981.

muters waiting for buses in the
bustling district, it said.
Statements issued in Tehran indicated officials in the capital
blamed the blast on the Mujahedeen Khalq urban guerrilla group,
which has waged an eight-month
campaign of bombings and
assassinations against the fundamentalist Islamic regime of
Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini.
"The explosion was so powerful
that the truck had been smashed
into pieces, therefore it was not
possible to determine the type of
explosives used," the news agency quoted Tehran's police chief as
saying. He was identified only as
Col. Niknejad.
State-run Tehran radio said
throngs of people converged on
the scene of the blast to condemn
"counter-revolutionaries," a term
reserved for insurgents. The radio
said they held a street demonstration shouting "death to America."
The broadcast said the bomb exploded outside the barracks of the
Revolution Guards, Iran's militia.
IRNA said at least three of those
killed were guardsmen and two
others were school children,
whose lunchboxes were found
near their bodies.

Federalism•

•(Continued From Page 1)
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in firmer language under- ques---.-takes over the Medicaid program,
tioning from both the legislators "that does not mean we have shut
and the governors.
—4— - the door. We are willing to discuss
Stockman and Williamson told that with you.
the state leaders:
Williamson's statement was the
-If thelfffiffer—OTTederal pro- First indicifia that there-was any
grams to states takes longer than room for negotiation on that point.
the administration expects, the
Reagan has long been opposed
program will be extended.
to federal responsibility for
-If it takes more money than welfare, and Stockman and
planned, more will provided.
Williamson reminded the state
-If the 1983 budget does not leaders Sunday that he had made
make the reductions Reagan has a major concession by even agreeasked for in the budget and ing to take Medicaid, the program
therefore the programs will be too of health care for the needy.
expensive for states to handle in
1984, Stockman said the transfers
"can be fitted to any set of budget
The Murray Ledger & Times
numbers that emerge for fiscal
USPS318441)
year '83, or '84 or 16."
The Murray Ledger & Times is published
-The administration will con- every afternoon except Sundays, July 4,
Christmas Day, New Years Day and
sider another source of financing
Thanksgiving Day by Murray Newspapers
, 106 N 4th, Murray, Ky 42071 Second
Inc
for the $28 billion transition fund it
Class Postage Paid it Murray. Ky. 42071
proposes for the states if the
SUBSCRIPTION KATES: In areas served
petroleum windfall profits tax
by carriers, $3 50 per month, payable in advance By mail in Calloway County and to
proves impractical.
Renton, Hardin, Mayfield, Sedalia and FarA more surprising overture was mington. Ky. and Parts, Buchanan and
Puryear. Is , $24 50 per year By mall to
made by Williamson, who said
other destinations $3950 per year
that while there is a heavy
To reach all departments of the newspaper
phone 7$3 1916
predisposition loward having the
states take over most welfare programs if the federal government
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So far, there is nothing in the momentous antitrust agreement recently worked out between
American Telephone and Telegraph and the Justice
•
Department that insures it will work. The two parties have only established the outlines of a plan to
divest AT&T of its local telephone companies and
the parent company to complete
empower
-;::
IfI
unregulated in the computer business. The details
remain to be arranged,and the details are crucial.
How AT&T and its local subsidaries split their
-VI. currently shared assets; how the local companies
;all • will be financed; how much the parent company
will have to pay in the future for access to local lines
and how its long-distance competitors will be
assured equal access; how unprofitable local services like rural telephone service will be kept in
operation; how ownership of household telephone
equipment will be transferred to customers; how
the new AT&T will be prevented from using its remaining telephone businesses to gain an unfair advantage in its new computer businesses; and how
state and federal regulators will set telephone rates
fOr the new parent and the new local companies —
are all unresolved questions.
•
The answers to them will determine whether the
the technological
• country moves smoothly into
•
future or into a new antitrust morass far worse than
IIthe one this settlement was supposed to resolve.
are arranged will also determine —
=i...• How the details chairman of the California Public
as John Bryson,
Utilities Commission, recently testified before Congress — "if (affordable) universal telephone service is to survive in the 1980s."
It is thus imperative that Congress act quickly to
,
that the public interest is kept in the
insure
• •
4:: • forefront as these details are worked out by AT&T
and its federal regulators. This means legislation
that sets terms for the AT&T operations. It also
•
:. means legislation that assures the local telephone
companies and the state regulators some leverage
."
4.- in the bargaining over a new structure for telephone
-- services.
Equally important, it is up to Congress to see that
•
.". , the Federal Communications Commission, which is
supposed to police the AT&T settlement, has the
i..
wherewithal to do it. According to a General Accounting to a General Accounting Office report just
released, the FCC does not. When this agency had a
50-member team assigned only to evaluating
AT&T's long-distance rate-setting, it was seriously
"outgunned," the GAO says. Yet so far, the FCC
has assigned only 17 staffers to police the entire
AT&T settlement..
The FCC, the GAO reports, is understaffed, inexperienced and already far behind in tackling the
AT&T problems assigned to it. Nonetheless, the administration's budget proposal for fiscal 1983 requests only a small staff increase for the FCC
bureau that handles telephone issues — an increase
: that does not even make up for the cuts the administration imposed this year.
What is on the public agenda is the reorganization
of telephone service throughout the country and a
major shakeup in the computer and telecommunications industries. This is too important an
- issue to leave entirely in the hands of the federal
bureaucracy — especially when the bureaucracy's
Int ,• competence is itself in question. Congress must get
into the act, and quickly.
(Reprinted by Permission of the Sacramento
IN :• Bee)
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Ten years ago
Calloway County High School Speech Team had
won First Regional Drama Festival at Murray
State University Feb. 18. They had presented the
play, "The Denouement" with Larry England as
director.
Hazel Woman's Club had heard a program by
Charles Campbell, systems programmer for Computer Center, Murray State University, at meeting
at Computer Center.
•
Twenty years ago
Eddie Grogan,son of Mr. and Mrs. Leon Grogan,
had won first place in music contest, and Jacqueline Johnson, daughter of Mrs. William Willis,
had won first place in art contest at meeting of First
District of Kentucky Federation of Women's Clubs
at Fulton. They had represented Murray Woman's
Club.
Murray Jaycees had discussed 1962 MurrayCalloway County Fair at meeting Feb. 20 at
Triangle Inn, according to Z. C. Enix, fair board
chairman.
-;•
Thirty years ago
•
Oliver C. McLemore, Jr., was serving on ship,
USS Los Angeles, with United States Navy.
Grover Wood James, Clay Paschall, Hafford
Story, Raymond Rayburn, Raymond Story, Russ
Taylor, Leland Strader, Lydia Hendricks, Lula
Wilcox, Bessie Paschall, Notie Miller, Lurlene Hill
and Florene Lassiter were to be featured in program, "Old School Days," to be presented Feb. 26
by the Hazel High School Parent-Teacher Association.
Pfi•
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While human resources cuttin jobs
some funded positions turne down
FRANKFORT - While the state
Department of Human Resources
was cutting more than 100 persons
from its payroll last summer, the
department turned down 82 jobs for
the Division of Disability. Determinations that were to be fully funded by the federal government.
This information came to light
when the House Budget Subcommittee had hearings January 23 on
the budget for General Government,
Finance and Public Protection.
Representative Hank Hancock, DFrankfort, chief sponsor of a bill to
give state employees more protection, brought out the information at
the budget hearing. He said the information had been presented earlier
before the Personnel Board.
Hancock referred to a letter from
Richard S. Schweiker, secretary of
Health and Human Services, to Gov.
John Y. Brown Jr., dated May 14,
1981.
Schweiker wrote, "Recent Social
Security studies have shown that
significant numbers of individuals on
the Social Security disability rolls

Hancock said at the hearing that
turning down these jobs has lost the
state $910,070 in wages, $31,290 in
state taxes and cost $245,936 in
unemployment insurance.
He said the state is 50th in the
number of state employees per
capita.
At the hearing Finance Commissioner George Fisher said, "I do not
feel the employment of these 82 staff
is consistent with the goal ( reducing
staff and payroll) at this time."

your state will facilitate the various
activities involved in obtaining staff
and taking action to supply the needed additional space and equipment."
The letter specifically said, "As in
the past, the necessary ,costs will be
fully funded by this department."
The letter was turned over to
William L. Huffman, commissioner
of The Bureau for Social Insurance.
He wrote Schweiker, "The
employees in the Division for
Disability Determination have
demonstrated their hard work and
dedication in meeting the increased
workload and are currently carrying
a caseload of approximately 90 per
examiner. We feel that we can address the increase in cases. Department for Human Resources
Secretary Grady Stumbo has recently approved the purchase of additional word processing equipment
that would also aid in the quick and
efficient management of the DDS's
caseload. All of this is designed to
eventually have better case control,
thereby relieving us of the necessity
of hiring extra employees."

may not be entitled to the benefits
they are receiving."
Schweiker went on to explain, that
this department "has initiated an effort to sharply increase the level of
review of the disability rolls this
year." He pointed out that the state
agency would be directly affected by
the rapid acceleration in the number
of continuing disability cases to be
reviewed.
The state had refused to increase
the staff and this was the reason for
Schweiker's letter.
Schweiker asked the governor's
cooperation in beefing up the staff to
review Social Security beneficiaries
in Kentucky.
"The Social Security Administration has alerted them to the fact that
staffing sufficient to accomplish this
initiative and legislative mandate
will require a concentrated hiring
and training effort," He wrote. "I am
concerned to hear that they have
been unable to increase their staff to
recommended levels. I am requesting your support in ensuring
that the administrative agencies in

Hancock countered, "In reality
what this statement says is 'no we
don't want your money or these fully
100 percent federally funded people
and as a result Kentucky lost
$1,187,296 completely federally funded employees."
Fischer responded, "One of the
ways we do look at things is that the
federal dollar comes out of my
pocket just like the state dollar."
Hancock said this federal money
could have been used to return some
of the people who had been fired from
other jobs to work.

Socialsecurity
checks cause couple
ies
maritalisdifficult
a service for senior

by sy ramsey

capitol conversation

Congressionalraces spotlighted
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Some
stirrings of activity are beginning in
Kentucky congressional politics,
L- though the U.S. House races are temporarily overshadowed by the
General Assembly session.
The focus at the moment is in the
Bluegrass, where Democrat Dick
Robinson plans to announce his candidacy Monday for 6th District U.S._

'representative.

•

• The state has four Democratic and
three Republican representatives.
And Democrats are not comfortable
with such a close margin in a state
they dominate more than 2 to 1 in
registration.
They have no real hope of ousting
Republican Hal Rogers of Somerset,
who is finishing his first term in the
GOP-oriented 5th District in
southeast Kentucky.
But they do intend to try to boot out
- not only Reublican Larry Hopkins of
Lexington in the 6th District, but
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veteran Republican Gene Snyder in
the 4th District.
Both districts are being reapportioned. The changes in the 6th hardly
seem to pose a threat to Hopkins, who
so far has successfully gone against
the tide of Democratic numbers to
seek a third term.
But in the 4th District, northern
Kentucky is coalescing into a
geographic unit, leading northern
Kentucky Democrats to believe it's
time a congressman is elected from
that area instead of Jefferson County
at the other end of the district.
Democratic politicians met at party headquarters here last Friday to
develop strategy for a serious run at
Snyder, a conservative who wants a
10th term.
The 4th District will be tough to win
for the Democrats, who rarely have
been able to get together on a candidate because of differing
geographic interests.
A few times, the Democrats have
come close to scaring or almost
defeating Snyder. Snyder seems no
more vulnerable than usual, and any
difference would seem to depend on
whom the Democrats choose and how
much effort and money they expend.
In the 6th District, the somewhat
freakish situation of a popular
Republican in a Democratic area
continues to annoy those who want to
see Hopkins beaten before he
becomes imbedded in political concrete.
Populous Fayette County holds thlah
key to the outcome. Althoug
Hopkins is from Lexington and use
that as his base, the potential popula
challengers from that city have no
emerged.
Ed Miller of Cynthiana, a retired
state police official, already is in the
race. Robinson, of Lexington, is a
former state personnel commissioner and special assistant to Gov.
John Y. Browx,,,.Jr. Don Mills of Lexington, a foltner newspaperman and
now an official in the state Depart-

ment of Education, also is considering the race.
While Democrats concentrate on
the 4th and 6th districts, the GOP has
not been idle in the 3rd District in
Louisville.
Democratic incumbent Romano
Mazzoli apparently need not worry
about Democratic opposition, but
could face the strongest Republican
challenge since he won office more
than a decade ago.
That could be from either Russ
Maple, a former GOP candidate for
Louisville mayor, or Carl Brown, a
Jefferson County. commissioner, if
both compete in a primary.
Elsewhere, the situation looks as
predictable as in the 5th District.
In the 1st District, Democratic incumbent Carroll Hubbard has drawn
no dangerous opposition yet.
Veteran Democrat William Natcher seems safe in the 2nd District
against a number of unknowns.
And Democrat Carl Perkins, the
dean of the Kentucky congressional
delegation, has drawn no challengers
yet in the 7th District.

Headline
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems. If you
have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write to
Headline, 114 East Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
Include a self-addressed, stamped
envelope. The most useful replies
will be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: I am 66 and still
working. When my wife reaches the
age of 65, can she obtain Social
Security benefits against my benefits
or must I be retired before she can
collect? She stopped working during
1940 and the amount of her eanings
were so low that she would not be
able to draw any benefits from her
own account. E.F.
ANSWER: Yes, you must be
retired and drawing your own
benefits before your wife would be
eligible to draw benefits from your
account.
HEARTLINE: When my husband
and I were married in 1974, we were
both working and I was still
employed when my husband retired
in 1976 at age 64. As he had transferred his bank account to the local
branch, he suggested we have both
our social security checks mailed
directly to the bank. This seemed a
logical suggestion and I agreed, but I
have found he considers the total
amount to be his.
Since I retjred in June of 1979 and
prices had not yet escalated, I did not
feel the need for my part of the income until recently. When I spoke to
him he said if I could arrange to have
my check sent separately to my bank
that would be o.k. Otherwise he
would keep it. What recourse, other
than a legal one, do I have? Could I
arrange to have my part mailed to
my account? M.W.
ASWER: Yes you can. You must
request that your social security office separate your check from his, if
you are receiving both benefits in one
check. It may take them a few months to get it all squared away. Have
them send the first separate check to
your home. Take that check to your
bank and tell them that you want to
start having your check deposited
directly into your bank account. The
bank can get all the information from
your check and can from then on
start depositing the check directly into your account. There is no need for
any legal steps in this situation, as
you have the right to have your
benefits come in a check in your own
name and the- right -to have that
check deposited into your own bank
account.

Today reflected in history
Today is Monday, Feb. 22, the 53rd
day of 1982. There are 312 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On Feb. 22, 1 732, George
Washington was born at his parents'
plantation near Fredericksburg, Va.
On this date:
In 1849, Benjamin Disraeli became
leader of the British Conservative
Party.
In 1963, United Nations troops in
the Congo put down a military uprising in the city of Kapanga.
In 1979, Iran's Ayatollah Khomeini
promised a national referedum on
the Islamic republic he promised as a
goal of the revolution he led.
And in 1980, hundreds were
reported killed in clashes between

Soviet troops and anti-Soviet protesters in the Afghan capital of
Kabul.
Ten years ago: President Richard
Nixon met with Chinese Premier
Chou En-Lai in Peking.
Five years ago: Four Cuban exiles
arrested in the Watergate break-in
accepted a $200,000 out-of-court settlement from Richard Nixon's 1972
re-election campaign fundOne year ago: The nation's governors began three days of talks with
Reagan administration officials on
how the states might cope with proposed cuts in federal aid.
Today's birthdays: Actor RobertYoung is 75 years old. Massachusetts
Sen. Edward Kennedy is 50, and
basketball star Julius Erving is 32.
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Robertson PTO will

Robertson Elementary School Parent-Teacher
Organization will meet Tuesday, Feb. 23, at 7 p.m.,
according to president, Sue Vance. A program,
"Talents Unlimited," will be presented by second
grade students and teachers.

Tennis grbup plans play

•

Group B of Ladies Tennis of Murray Country Club
•'will meet Thursday, Feb. 25, at 9 a.m. at home of
Frances Hulse to go to Kenlake Tennis Center for
• The lineup is as follows: Court One — Vicki
•Baker, Frances Hulse, Vicki Miller and Janie
Ryan; Court Two — Sandy Brannon, Norma Frank,
Annie Knight and Marilyn Adkins; Court Three
Mug Rigsby, Kay Ray, Bobbie Weatherly and
-Cathy Young. Persons needing a substitute may
• call Agnes Payne,Janice Howe or Becky Wilson.

Coldwater club meets
A lesson about "Child Abuse" was given by
Lucille Potts, president of Coldwater Homemakers
'Club, at February club meeting at home of Clara
Bennett. The hostess gave devotional thoughts
• about "Life Is A Picture."

Watkins-McGuire vows to be said

Tickets for tasting luncheon were distributed by
Mrs. Hunter Bazzell. Also present were Esther
Doores, Lagena Bazzell, Mable Fuqua and Mrs.
Dewey Bazzell. The latter will be hostess for March
meeting of club.

Astronomers will meet
West Kentucky Amateur Astronomers will meet
Thursday, Feb. 25, at 8 p.m. at Golden Pond
Visitors Center at Land Between the Lakes. This is
open to all persons interested in astronomy,a group
spokesman said.

Charles Richard Henry born
Capt. and Mrs. Charles B. Henry,95-037 Hokuiwa
St. No. 33, Mililani Town,Hawaii, are the parents of
a son, Charles Richard, weighing seven pounds 12
ounces, measuring 201,2 inches, born Thursday,
Feb. 11, at Trippler Army Medical Center,
Honolulu.
The mother, the former Jane Hoppough of Holly
Springs, Fla., is a counselor with Scofield Barracks
Recreation Department. The father is a captain
with 23rd Army Aviation Division as a helicopter
pilot and division training officer. Grandparents
are Mr. and Mrs. Charles B. Henry, Rt. 3, and Mr,
and Mrs. Ervin Hoppough, Holly Springs. A greatgrandmother is Ruth Henry,Hazel.

HEALTH
More heart disease now
DEAR DR. LAMB —
When I was a little girl I
lived on the farm. Now I am
not so little and I'm 66 years
old so I have seen a lot of
life. Something puzzles me.
People didn't go to the doctor very often unless they
had an accident or a serious
illness They worked long
hours and didn't have a lot
but they seemed to be
healthier. You didn't see so
many people with heart
trouble. I realize that you
—. need a checkup to be sure
.you don't have cancer. I
. • have my checkup every year
- and I'm just fine. But why
didn't you see more heart
; disease then and how did
s these people get by without
.•regular examinations? Is it
'really a good idea to have an
examination every year?
What good does it do?
DEAR READER — You
are a keen observer. If you

Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.
look back at the latter '20s attacks and strokes, most of City Station, New York, NY

and early '30s there certainly weren't as many heart
attacks. In fact they were a
rather new thing. The first
case of a heart attack in a
living person was not
described until 1908.
It was not because doctors
didn't recognize heart
disease. It was more rare.
As you have observed, people worked hard, and you
meant physically. There was
far less cigarette smoking
and people didn't get
overweight so early in life.
They also ate differently.
Many probably didn't even
have a refrigerator
Times have changed and
advances in medicine have
been developed to keep up
with the times Today people
need an annual examination,
at least after age 40, to help
prevent illnesses. About half
of the deaths are from heart

which are caused from
fatty-cholesterol deposits in
arteries. Early detection of
changes that lead to deposits
help delay or prevent such
events. You know about the
early detection of cancer —
which still provides the best
chance of a cure.
Beyond that the quality of
life can be improved. A good
example here is early detection of glaucoma, enabling
early treatment to save a
person's eyesight.
I'm sending you The
Health Letter number 10-2,
Your Valuable Medical
which
Examination,
explains why and what to
expect from an adequate
examination. Others who
want this issue can send 75
cents with a long, stamped,
self-addressed envelope for
it to me, in care of this newspaper, P.O. Box 1551, Radio

10019.
DEAR DR LAMB — A
few months ago I had surgery for a femoral bypass
graft involving replacing
arteries from my aorta
down to my knees.
Now I ejaculate in
reverse, presumably into my
bladder. I was wondering
how this compares with the
traditional vasectomy. I
wouldn't be concerned
except that I've read about
studies that say such procedures may cause heart trouble and strokes because of
'antibodies that form in ,the
blood.
DEAR READER — I
wouldn't worry about that.
Retrograde ejaculation is to
be expected after prostate
surgery and you must have
had some damage to nerves
that control the process if
you have it, too.

a 4.440.

The engagement and
approaching marriage of
Rita Dauline Watkins,
daughter of Effie Watkins
and the late Royce E.
Watkins of Hazel, to Jack
Edwin McGuire, son of
Mr. and Mrs. A. E.
McGuire of Helena, Ala.,
has been announced.
The bride-elect, a 1976
graduate of Calloway
County High School,
presently is employed at
York Spring Co. of Murray. She is the granddaughter of the late
Laura Taylor of Hazel.
The groom-elect, a 1973
graduate of Thompson
High School, Silura, Ala.,
presently is employed as
a sales representative for
`Keebler Co. He is the
grandson of Mattie
McGuire, Birmingham,
Ala., and Eva Riddle,
Helena, Ala.
They plan a double
wedding with the brideelect's sister, Bonita
Carol Watkins and Bruce
Scott Higbee whose
engagement was announced in The Murray
Ledger 8i Times Feb.5.
The double wedding
will be Friday, March 19,
at 7 p.m. at Sugar Creek tion will follow
Baptist Church. A recep- ceremony.

Rita Dauline Watkins
to wed Jack Edwin McGuire
the

Only out-of-town invita- friends and relatives are
tions will be sent. All invited to attend.

Romance of friend causes worry

DEAR ABBY: I have a
dear friend (I'll call her
Emily) living in Illinois. I
live in California. Emily
and I have been like
sisters for over 60 years.
Her husband died two
years ago and left her a
lot of money and property. She's 81 and never had
children.
About three months ago
"the called and told me
rented a base-bad
,
,.
inenf apartment to a 63year-old man she hired as
a handyman for that
apartment building. (She
owns several.) Then she
called a few weeks later
to tell me this man had
been "courting" her.
Now he is pressuring her
to get married. She said
at first she told him he
was crazy, but he refused
to take no for an answer.
They were going to get
married in June, but now
he wants to move it up to
April.
Emily acts like a
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schoolgirl in love for the
first time! She called and
said, "Don't worry, I
haven't lost my virtue." I
told her it was her money
— not her virtue — I was
worried about.
Last year when I was
vftiting her I checked out
another man who wanted
to marry her and found
he was a liar and a phony.
Emily is a sweet and
generous person. I want
her to be happy, but I'm
so afraid some fasttalking slicker will win
her heart and clean her
out.
Abby, dear,am I wrong
to interfere? What should
I do?
CONCERNED OUT
WEST
DEAR CONCERNED:
Wrong? No way! You
have good reason to be
concerned about your
sweet and generous
friend. Write or call and
tell her to discuss her
plans with her attorney.
Her handyman may be a
dandyman, but he, too,
should be checked out.
DEAR ABBY: I'm a
nice-looking guy, 6-2, 190
pounds, athletic build and
have no trouble getting
dates. My problem is
every girl I take out
wants to get serious. I'm
30, like my independence
and have no intention of
_giving it 4) for a long
lime.

I don't want to be or
lead a girl on, but if I'm
too truthful about how I
feel — that's the end of
the romance.
So what does a guy do
when all he wants is a few
laughs and no commitments?
HARVEY
DEAR HARVEY: Take
a hyena to lunch.
DEAR ABBY: The letter from • "Prefers a
Preview" prompts this
letter. I also fell, in love
with a mart who
respected me too much to
go beyond a kiss until we
were married. "Prefers"
learned too late that her
husband was gay. My
story has a different ending.
When I married, I was
a 23-year-old virgin.
Nothing happened on our
wedding night — or on
any other night for a year
after that. My husband
finally admitted that he
was unable to consummate our manage
because he had no sexual
feelings whatsoever. He
said he knew this when he
married me but he didn't
want to lose me. I cared
for him,no I accepted this
terrible disappointment.
Then Pearl Harbor
came and changed my
life. My husband, a college graduate, went into
the service and overseas.
Before he left, he said,

CDeatt)

By Abigail Van Buren
"Whin I come home, I
want to find you the way I
left you — a virgin."
Well, he didn't. I went
to work in a defense plant
and met a man I couldn't
resist. The inevitable
happened and we fell
madly in love. (He
couldn't believe he had
actually met a 25-yearold married virgin!)
Within six months I was
pregnant, so I wrote my
husband a "Dear John"
letter, telling him the
whole truth. He divorced
me on the grounds of
adultery and I married
my lover, who by that
time was the father of our
baby girl. We had four
other children after that,
and they're all grown
with children of their
own.
I'm 64 now and my husband is 73. We've had our
ups and downs, but I have
no regrets. My life probably reads like a soap
opera,so if you print this,
sign me...
SOAP—OPERA MAMA
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Sykes'couple feted on anniversary
By MRS. R. D.KEY
Feb.8, 1982
The Rev. and Mrs.
Warren Sykes were
honored at a dinner Jan.
26 at the home of the Rev.
and Mrs. Jerry Lee. The
occasion was the Sykes'
31st wedding anniversary. Also present were
Tabitha Lee, Mitch Sykes
and Mrs. R. D. Key.
Recent guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Ludie Malray
were Mr. and Mrs. Steve
Smith and daughter, Mt.
Vernon,!!!. -Tuesday guests of Myrtle Vandyke were the
Rev. and Mrs. Terry Sills
of Draffenville. Saturday
guests were Mr. and Mrs.
Bennett Fortune of
Paducah and Mrs. Mark
Paschall.
Bertie Jenkins was a
Monday guest of Mr. and

Mrs. Charles Markus.
Adolphus Paschall was
admitted to Henry County Hospital, Paris, Tenn.,
Sunday. Visitors in to see
him included the Rev.
James Phelps, the Rev.
Jerry Lee, Mr. and Mrs.
Gerald Paschall, Max
Paschall and Ludie
Malray.
Mr. and Mrs. Tommy
Jenkins and son, Adam,
and Bertie Jenkins were
Tuesday supper guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Morris
Jenkins.
Ruby Owen spent last
week with Lillian Veazey.
Kenny Hopkins of Ohio
returned home Feb. 2
after visiting here with
his grandparents, Mr.
and Mrs. Rufus Hopkins
and Ovie Wilson. While
here he also visited in
homes of Clerris Wilson,

Derrel Wilson and Ruby
Owen.
Guests of Bertie
Jenkins on Sunday, Jan.
31, were Mrs. R. D. Key,
Dorothy Sykes, Mitch
Sykes, Hilda Orr and Mr.
and Mrs. Ralph
Gallimore.
Supper guests Saturday
of Carlie B. Paschall
were Mitch Sykes and
Marilyn Paschall.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack
Wyatt and daughter,
Ginger, Nashville, the
Rev. and Mrs. Glynn M.
Orr, and Rickie and
Brian Orr visited Mr. and
Mrs. Glynn Orr, Puryear,
Tenn., over the weekend.
They attended Sunday
services at Palmersville
Baptist Church to hear
the Rev. Orr, pastor,
speak.
Lorene Smith of Mem-

Anniversary reception to be Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. Bun
Wilkerson of Murray will
celebrate their silver
wedding anniversary on
Sunday,Feb. 28.
A reception in their
honor will be hosted by
their family from 2 to 4
p.m. at Ellis Community
Center, Ellis Drive.
All friends and
relatives are invited to attend.
The couple was married Feb. 23, 1957, at East
Corinth Baptist Church,
Corinth, Miss.
Mrs. Wilkerson, the
former Lurline Orr, is the
daughter of the late Commodore and Era Orr. Mr.
Wilkerson, son of the late
Lunie and Lillie Wilkerson, is employed at Murray State University.

phis, Myrtle Rose Hill,
Judy Hinson, Mark Hinson and the Rev. Hallie
Cook were Sunday dinner
guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Hafford Cooper.
Sunday guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Cooper Jones
were Mildred Wiggins,
Dorothy Alderdice and
Jessie Paschall.
Mr. and Mrs. Mabern
Key and Mr. and Mrs.
Clerris Wilson visited
Ovie Wilson at Paris
Manor over the weekend.
Sunday guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Roy Paschall
were Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Lankford and children,
Michelle and John, Paris,
Tenn.
Guests Sunday of Opal
Kennedy were Mr. and
Mrs. Tellus Orr, Mr. and
Mrs. Rickie Orr and Russ
and Jamie Orr.
Mr. and Mrs. Bun Wilkerson

Coming community events listed
Monday,Feb. 22
Recovery, Inc., will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at
Health Center, North
Seventh and Olive
Streets.
--Betty Sledd Group of
First Baptist Church
Women will meet at 7
p.m. with Becky Jones.

are

Dancercise Class will
be at 6 p.m. and Ritual
Practice at 7 p.m. by
Women of Moose at lodge
hall.
Friendship Sunday
School Class of Westside
Baptist Church will meet
at 7 p.m. at home of Randa Cunningham.

Calloway
Hospital.

County

Tuesday,Feb. 23
Tau Phi Lambda
Sorority Unit 827 of
Woodmen of World will
meet at Woodman Hall at
7 p.m. with Joyce Haley
and Loretta Jobs as
hostesses.
Murray Lions Club will
meet at 6:30 p.m. at Holiday Inn.
--Eva Wall Group of
Memorial Baptist Church
Women will meet at 1:30
p.m. in the home of Verna
Mae Stubblefield.

Unit I, District 17,
Licensed Practical
Nurses will meet at 7
p.m. in third floor
classroom, Murray-

Multi-Age Nursery
School program will be at
7 p.m. at Murray State
University Early
Childhood Center. For information call 762-3826.

THE ACES®IRA

free.
Tuesday,Feb. 23
Boy Scout Drive KickWednesday,Feb. 24
off Breakfast will start at
g Students
Returnin
8 a.m• at Holiday Inn.
United will meet at 7:45
Alcoholics Anonymous a.m. at Ordway Hall,
will meet at 8 p.m. at Murray State University.
western portion of
Make Today Count will
Livestock and Exposition
meet at 1:30 p.m. at
Center.
alloway County
Senior Citizens Centers Murray-C
Hospital.
follows:
will be open as
Dexter at 9:30 a.m.;
Overeaters Anonymous
Hazel and Douglas from
meet at 12:30 p.m. at
wIl
10 a.m. to 2 p.m.; Ellis
alloway County
Murray-C
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Hospital.
Robertson Elementary
United Campus
School PTO will meet at 7
luncheon will be
Ministry
p.m. at school.
at 12:30 p.m. in the Ohio
"The Roads of Exile," Room,
University Center,
International Film Murray State
University.
Festival feature, will be
shown at 2:30 and 7 p.m.
Seniotizens acat University Center tivities will be from 10
Theatre, Murray State a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel
University. Admission is and Douglas Centers.

G. CORN,JR.
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"Today is when we should
be planning for tomorrow
instead of making up for
yesterday." — Frank A.
Clark.
" In today's challenging
game, East's opening bid
should warn declarer that
his finesses are bound to
lose. And thanks to the obvious Up-off, one should develop other plans.
East wins the opening
lead with his diamond king
and makes his only safe exit
with a trump. Declarer wins
and he should already know
how to proceed. East's one
no trump opening places the
key cards behind dummy
and there's little future in
taking finesses that are
bound to fail. If he does,
declarer must lose a heart,
a diamond and two clubs for
one down.
Declarer makes his game
by making things uncomfortable for East. He wins
the trump exit and draws
another trump, removing
East's only safe exit. Next, a
club is led to dummy's jack
and East is in. A heart lead
is hopeless, so East must
choose between a diamond
and a club. He leads the diamond ace in case declarer's
queen is doubleton and dummy ruffs. With preparations
all made, declarer crosses
to a high trump and discards dummy's low club on
his diamond queen. Finally,
a club is led to dummy's
king and East's ace and
East is stuck. He must offer
a ruff and discard or yield a

MIN

2-22-A

EAST

•J3 •
ALY*2-_t_4142
41A4)11

114161— •
1211127 5
41111742

SOUTH
•A K 10 9 8 6
•74
*Q83

.53
Vulnerable East-West.
Dealer: East. The bidding:
South West North
East
I NT
Pass 440
Pass Pass
Pass
Opening lead: Diamond jack

free heart finesse for
declarer's game going trick.
SW with Cara
South holds:

2-22-B

*A K 109 8 6

.53

North South
14
111
2N1

ANSWER: Three spades.
Since South may pass with a
poor minimum response, the
spade rebid accepts game
and suggest spades as the
final contract.
Sand bridge questions to The Ace,
P0 Box 12163, Dallas, Texas 712211,
with sell-addressed, stamped envelope
for reply

Men's or
Ladies
Raincoats,
Topcoats,
Carcoats

2/5 39.„ ft

Is
DRY

We Have Appreciated Your Business!

_

Jones and Gray
Unholstery
• Furniture Repair
•Custom Drapes
• Fabric • Foam

Coupon
Sportcoats, Maws,
Windbreaker*,C.P.O.'s

cLeaneRs
Coeval Shoppiou Comer
Open lie o... Is 6:011 p.m.
Maw: 1334523
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Space-Saving
All-in-One Stereo
System Now
Slashed 28%
Clarinette-105 by Realistic

Save $80
I•

1999.n.

41.

Great sound, superb styling, provision
for expansion! Record your own tapes
from radio, changer, or mike jacks.
Pushbuttons for 2 or 4 speakers, dual
illuminated VU meters, bass and treIncludes Matching 22"-High
ble controls. Aux input—add an
2-Way Speaker Systems
8-track deck or TV sound. Speakers
have 8" woofer and 3" tweeter. Head- • AM/FM Stereo • Cassette Record/Play Deck
phone jack. Walnut vinyl veneer.
• 3-Speed Changer • Dust Cover
#13-1207 Tapas not included

Telephone
Extension Cords
30' 4-Conductor

Handy 43-Range
Multitester With
Range-Doubler

Specialists
Barbera Jones 1
Sherry Jones

25% Off

By Micronta'

105 N. 7th 753-0600

3.99
99 Reg.
2

Cut38%

'

—.v.-

With 4-prong jack and plug.
#279-1261

V7 4
•Q 8 3

-That's the way
you want
it."

one HOUR

The Family Shoe Store
Says THANKS To
All Their Many
Customers For Letting
Them Serve You For
The Past 32 Years

C

kv-i4d

Smile,

Murray
The

DIET CENTER
Program
Really librical

Use Your Phone
Anywhere in the Room!

25' Modular-Modular

Reg
488
2

18% Off
88Re95.95
Each end terminates with
modular plug. #279-356

39.95

• Easy-to-Read 41/4" Mirrored Scale
• Current & Voltage Range-Doubler Switch
Great workbench add-on! Single-knob function switch for
easy operation. Measures AC/DC volts, DC amps,
extra
resistance, decibels. With test leads. #22-204 Battenes

Deluxe Desktop Calculator

Remote Control
Timer Center
Dr. Mery Blakey
of Dallas, Texas,
told us, "I lost 60
pounds at Diet
Center. The people
at work couldn't
believe the change
In me. I guess they
. were seeing the;
!:real me for the first

YOU CAN DO ITAndTOO!
we'll teach
Lose 17 to 25 pounds in just 6 weeks!
you how to keep it off, for good!

Call Today
NO SHOTS• No DRUGS
753-0020
• NO CONTRACTS
NO PREPACKAGED FOODS INTRODUCTORY
CONSULTATION
,wwkil charmers, Nei
"The
Village"
1N.
Murray, Ky.

EC-2001 by Radio Shack

Plug 'n Power' by Radio Shack

27% Off
219512'M
Makes Figuring Taxes Easy

Save *10
-1 5995

Reg
69.95

Sends on/off commands through
house wiring at pre-set times.
•. Controls up to 8 appliances. Use
with modules below. #61-2679
Module Type

Si.f -P.

Universal
Appliance
Well Outlet

Lich
MI6
10.1111
$17.90

Applionco
Lamp
WIN Switch
61-2064
6t-241011
• Regular low price

1117.1111
021.111

'

Big 10-digit display, 4-key memory, gross profit
margin key, special percent-of-change key, more.
#65-660 Batteries extra

Portable Cassette Recordere..
40% Off
:Nan.

-

CTR-48 by Realistic'

Save 28°

,

11111 III

4188
Small, but feature-packed! Built-in electret mike,
tape counter, pause control, Auto-Level. Includes
jacks for remote control mike, earphone. With earphone, carry case. #14-802 nanwf.w.extra

Check Your Phone Book for the RadieThaekStore or Dealer Nearest You
6.••• wow,

WY,

I •

4
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1 Forecasters predict volume, value farm exportsales records
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Of all the uncertainties
facing U.S. agriculture in
the months ahead, exports may hold the most
promise. Last year's
bumper harvests left
crop prices well below
their year-earlier levels.
These large supplies and
lower prices have made
U.S. farm goods more attractive to foreign
buyers.
The turnaround probably began late summer
as fall harvests were just
getting underway. During June, July, and
August, exports had
averaged about 1.5
million tons a month
below year-earlier
shipments.
Then, the next few
months, the situation
reversed, with exports
better than matching
1980's volume. In October, the start of the current trade year,
shipments weighed in at
15.8 million tons, up 1.6
million from October
1980.
"The recent pickup in
export demand had
almost has almost certainly helped to ease the
downward pressure on
farm prices," Steve
Milmoe, a trade analyst
with USDA's Economic
Research Service,said.

For the next few months — at least until we
have some indications of
the potential size of our
1982 harvests — exports
may be the most important variable affecting
prices for major U.S.
crop commodities,
Milmoe said.
How much foreign
customers will end up
buying this year is still
open to question. So far,
the export picture holds
more good news than
bad, though Gulf port export prices haven't been
encouraging. And
farmers who were counting on a big resurgence
in foreign demand to
quickly reverse the slide
in farm prices may be
disappointed, he added.
Forecasters expect
U.S. farm export sales to
set records in both
volume and value, but the
outlook isn't as optimistic
as it was just a few months ago. _
USDA's latest quarterly assessment of export
prospects, issued last
November, predicted
sales volume would reach
180 million metric tons in
the 1982 trade year, which
runs through next
September, Milmoe said.
That represents an increase of nearly 10 per-

"SERVING THE
ENTIRE PURCHASE
AREA"

cent or 17 million tons
from 1981.
The value of U.S. sales
was put at $45.5 billion, up
4 percent from 1981's
estimated $43.8 billion
and the 13th straight
record. Value is likely to
rise less than volume
because of lower commodity prices.
Since these forecasts
were released, however,
foreign demand for U.S.
feed grains has shown
signs of being weaker
than expected, and trade
figures are being revised.
USDA's next overall
assessment of export prospects will be issued Feb.
16.
Another drawback in
relying on exports to
significantly boost U.S.
farm prices, Milmoe
said, is the price sensitivity of foreign demand. Last year's export
tally illustrates the problem.
U.S. export sales in 1981
rose an estimated $3.3
billion form 1980's $40.5
billion, boosted by strong
farm prices early in the
crop season. But export
volume actually dropped
slightly — to just under
163 million tons.
The reasons go beyond
our drought-reduced 1980
harvests, and several will
apply to this year too. For
example, many major
importers — particularly
those in Western Europe

— were contending with
economic problems
similar to those in the
United States.
High unemployment,
inflation, and slow
economic growth muted
consumer demand for
agricultural. products.
Demand for red meats
weakened, hurting U.S.
feed grain sales, which
dropped two million tons
from 1980's volume.
High interest rates also
affected trade. Milmoe
said. Importers were
discouraged form buying
beyond their immediate
needs, and many nations
that depend on credit
couldn't purchase the
amount of goods they
might otherwise have
bought. In a number of
cases, these were poorer
nations with limited
•
alternatives.
Another ingredient was
the dramatic rise since
January 1980 in the
foreign exchange value of
the U.S. dollar. This
made our exports more
expensive for many key
customers. As of midDecember last year,
some nations were still
paying more for some
U.S. farm goods than
they were a year earlier,
despite lower U.S. prices.
The reason: Their currencies were worth less in
terms of American
dollars.
Take wheat, for in-

Seeds
(Bulk and Packaged)

14

Stark Bros.
Fruit Trees
Just Arrived

753-3404

.4Grain
I
Merchandising

All Field
Seeds WSW(
*Peat Moss
*Top Soil
'Potting Soil
'Bag Fertilizer
*Riding Mowers
*Turf Fertilizers

;„11/16V111111

$99.95

Soviet purchases are
always a major factor.
Their 1981 grain harvest
of about 175 million tons

cerned, or it may be that
some current activities
have outlived their
usefulness. Everyone's
input is needed to give
direction."
The meeting will begin
at 10 a.m.
Purposes of the
association include promoting the breeding of
more and better purebred
cattle, coordinating activities of 'the various
purebred dairy organizations of the state, and
assisting in the development of standards for
dairy cattle judging, production testing and ethics
for sales and other activities.

FFA MEMBER OF
THE MONTH — Brad
Miller, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Ferrel Miller,
Rt.1, Murray, was
selected Calloway
County High School's
Future Farmer of
America Member for
December. The senior
was selected as a
result of his winning
the chapter's tractor
driving contest. He
will advance to the
regional contest in
April at Murray State
University.

Who can guide YOU
through the tax maze?

Why get lost in on unfamiliar area'? Tax planning
requires a professional -- Your CPA
Certified Public Accountants perform the full range
of accounting services

CPA

More than a tffle, It's a profession

Call 753-0182
For Bulk Fertilizer

753-1423
Industrial Rd.

Beyond these considerations, there are
many others that affect
our export prospects, according to Milmoe.

was the smallest since
1975 and more than 50
million tons below their
production target. Trade
analysts say the Soviets
may import an unprecedented 43 million
tons from all sources, cutting sharply into the
world's available supplies no matter where
they buy.

When it comes to taxes are you iseitilftvi You're not
poying too much" Maita• you're not paying enough!
In this confusing gam* of taxes, it pays to work with
a CPA. a Certified Public Accountant. A CPA ploys a
vital role in helping you plan your path through
todays complicated tax maze
Do you know enough about Federal stote and local
to. lows, to make sound financial business and
personal decisions'? How do decisions involving
estate planning, depreciotion of ossets pension and
profit sharing plons ond other areas affect taxes'?

Push Lawn Mowers
Priced As Low As

say it's unlikely that the
dollar will show further
significant gains in value
on world money markets.
The dollar's value slipped
last fall, and it may remain relatively stable
this year, barring unforeseen developments.

Cattle association to discuss
future at February meeting

Southern States
Large Selection Of

BUYERS OF
CORN-WHEAT &
SOYBEANS

stance. Based on Gulf here and abroad in the seport prices and exchange cond half of this year.
rates back in December Stronger economies and
1180, a bushel of U.S. hard higher consumer incomes
winter wheat cost the would boost demand.
British about 2.1 pounds, This will be especially
the Germans 9.8 marks, important if 1982 crop
the Dutch 10.6 guilders, prospects push up U.S.
and the Japanese 1,036 farm prices later this
yen. In December 1981, year.
*le same bushel cost the
Interest rates have also
British 2.4 pounds, the shown some moderation,
Germans 10.4 marks, the although the future reDutch 11.3 guilders, and mains uncertain. If rates
the Japanese 1,011 yen. continue to move
Only the Japanese paid downward, they won't inless, even though the ac- hibit trade as much as
tual U.S. Gulf port price last year.
in mid-December 1981
Finally, many analysts
was $4.64, down 31 cents
from 1980's $4.95.
Economists can't easily quantify the role the
dollar's value played in
stifling trade during 1981.
But the most telling inMembers of the Kendicator may be that the tucky Purebred Dairy
downslide in U.S. exports Cattle Association will
last spring and summer meet Feb. 27 at Holiday,
Cida-d- with the Inn -North in
c
dollar's rapid rise in Elizabethtown.
value.
The meeting is of
Foreign demand will special significance to the
continue to be particular- dairy industry of Kenly sensitive to prices as tucky, according to Dr.
long as economic growth Gary T. Lane, Extension
abroad remains weak, in- dairy specialist with the
terest rates are high, and University of Kentucky
the dollar is strong. -- College of Agriculture.
However, in many
"Everyone is enrespects, the outlook had couraged to attend this
brightened.
meeting to help chart the
Although economic course of the association
growth in the year ahead in future years," said
is difficult to predict, Lane."Perhaps there are
many economists look for new areas with which the
some improvement both association should be con-

a

Murray Ky.

Michael H. Keller
Wined Public Accountant
2015. 6th Sires'

753-8918

'RAILROAD AVE. MURRAY. KY.

The bargain
water heater you're
considering may
notbeabargain
afterall.
Bargain water heaters cost
more to operate because
ih-iy're less efficient in the
heating cycle They're also
less efficient in retaining
heat. Ancrh-eat loss is dollars
out of your pocket.
That's not true with a
Conservationist* electric
water heater. The initial
cost is a few dollars more,
yes. But they're less
expensive in the long run
because they're far more
energy efficient .. thanks to
double density insulation
and many other energy
saving features.
If you want more reasons
wh;a Conservationist
water heater should be your
number one choice in water
heaters, call us today.

-

.5

A.O. Smith Conservationists Water Heaters.
The investment that works

Murray Supply,
Co.

20S E

753-3361

You-Alvinvited
DEKALB
dDirn

To A
YIELDPWS
from DEKALB.
Tremendous
yields you can
count on.

X1.1•72b
Consistent yielding hybrid
stands strong, fights stunt.
Big yields plus disease
resistance for your toughest
growing conditions.
Call your DEKALB dealer today.

Buchanan Feed
753-5378
Industrial Rd.

Corn Production Seminar
Don't Miss This Opportunity
If Your SeriousAbout Corn
Production and Marketing
Joe Gorman, Southeastern Agronomist will be here, and
our representative will also discuss "Grain and
Marketing" decisions and options

Wednesday, Feb. 24,82
West Kentucky Expo Center.
on College Farm Road, Murray
Registration and Coffee 10 AM
—

Free-Lunch

•

Come On Out
We Take Farming Serious

Murray, Ky.

•
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Writer admits fabricating
story he wrote for magazine
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Services for Chester
Yarbrough were today at
2 p.m. in the chapel of
Blalock -Coleman
Funeral Home. Dr
Walter E. Mischke, Jr.,
and the Rev. Jimmy
Stubbs officiated. Olivene
Erwin was organist.
Palllbearers were Ronnie Fox, John Randolph,
Edwin Parker, Don
Parker, Aubrey Marr and
Martin Wells. Burial was
in Hicks Cemetery.
Masonic rites were conducted Sunday at 7 p.m.
at funeral home.
Yarbrough, 77, 1625
Farmer Ave., died Friday at 8:15 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was a
retired radio dispatcher
at Murray City Hall.
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Services for Mrs.
Estelle Parker, widow of
Prentice Parker, were
Sunday at 1:30 p.m. in the
chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Home.
The Rev. R. J. Burpoe officiated and Olivene Erwin was organist.
Pallbearers were Dan
Billington, Mason Billington, Gerald Walker,
Fred Gardner, Greg
Cooper and Joe Bill Orr.
Burial was in Murray City Cemetery.
Mrs. Parker, 74, 1305
South 16th St., died Friday at 11:45 a.m. at
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.

Donald Page
dies; rites
in chapel
Services for Donald E.
Page will be Tuesday at 2
p.m. in the chapel of J. H.
Churchill Funeral Home.
The Rev. Ronald Mercer
will officiate.
Burial will follow in
Murray Memorial
Gardens.
Friends may call at
funeral home.
Page, 55, died suddenly
Saturday at 3:50 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was
employed as
maintenance supervisor
for Vanderbilt Chemical
Co.
Born Nov. 17, 1926, in
Lyons, Ind., he was the
son of the late Doyle Page
and Dhrtha Lace Page.
He was a member of
United Methodist Church
and a Kentucky Colonel.
Survivors include his
wife, Eavinia Jo Skaggs
Page; two daughters, Jo
Ann Higgins, Mayfield,
and Rebecca Crawford,
Michigan; three sons,
Donald T. Page and Gary
Eugene Page, Murray,
and Timothy David Page,
New Concord.
Also surviving are
three sisters, Carolyn
Mercer, Clarksville, Ind.,
Ruth Cline, New Albany,
Ind., and Patty Elliott,
Linton, Ind.; a brother,
Dale Page, Ogden, Utah;
eight grandchildren.

Tallestlady
dies
in China
PEKING (AP) - The

NEW YORK (AP)- A
free-lance writer has admitted that he fabricated
a story he wrote for The
New York Times
Magazine about a trip inside Cambodia with
Khmer Rouge guerrillas,
The Times reported in its
Monday editions.
Writer Christopher
Jones, located at Calpe,
Spain, admitted to a
Times editor and two of
its correspondents after
three days of questioning
that he had not been to
Asia last year and had
written the article for the
magazine's Dec. 20 issue
without leaving Spain,
the newspaper said.
"It was a gamble that was it," The Times
quoted Jones as saying.
"Unfortunately, the gamble was too big, and
wasn't sufficiently
researched, or tied down.
The gamble was a
mistake."
Se said he made up the
article, using his imagination and material he
said he gathered in two
1980 visits to Cambodia,
because he couldn't afford to go there, The
Times said.
In his article, Jones
claimed to have spent a
month in southwestern
Cambodia where the
forces of former Prime
Minister Pol Pot are
resisting Vietnam
military pressure. He
described his travels, individuals he supposedly
met, and a battle between
Khmer Rouge forces and

Vietnamese using tanks
and helicopters.
A.M. Rosenthal, the
Times' executive editor,
said in a statement:
"We checked his
reputation and were informed by a publication
for whirh he had worked
in Asia that he was a
reliable journalist. After
his piece came in, it was
put through checking procedures....
"But in this case, these
procedures failed to uncover the clues in the text
that would have led us to
doubt the veracity of the
piece.
"We do not feel that the
fact the writer was a liar
and hoaxer removes our
responsibility. It is our
job to uncover any
falsehood or errors."
Rosenthal added:
regret this whole sad
episode and the lapse in
our procedures that made
it possible."
The Village Voice on
Jan. 13 noted that a
passage at the'end of
Jones' article, describing
a blind Cambodian
minstrel, appeared to
have been plagiarized
from Andre Malraux's
"The Royal Way," a
novel set in Cambodia.
The Times said that
following that charge, it
wrote to Jones demanding an explanation and
canceling an assignment
for another article.
Repeated attempts to
reach him then by
telephone were unsuccessful, it said.

Woman named Mother of Year

world's tallest woman,
LEXINGTON, Ky. in Lexington, according
who stood 8-feet 1-inch,
has died of diabetes and (AP)- A Bowling Green to Ms. Dale Pate, public
complications, the Pek- woman with eight relations officer for the
ing Evening News children has been named Kentucky. Mothers
the 1982 Mother of the AssOciation.
reported today.
Mrs. Morris was
The newspaper said the Year.
Ann Morris, 53, was chosen among 50
17-year-old peasant, Zeng
FRANKLIN, Ky. (AP) Jin-Lian died Feb. 13 in selected for the honor nominess for the annual
A Murfreesboro, Hunan province in cen- Saturday at ceremonies award.
Tenn., man is still being tral China.
IN CONCERT
held in the Simpson Colinarfollowing
his
Jail
; ty
Market News Service
rest last week on charges Federal-State
A Legend In His Own Tim
February 22, 1962
prostition
Kentucky
promoting
Purchase
Area Hog Martel
'
•L-ef
MSI1 Ugly. Cuter Board Preseotalioo
Report Includes Baying Stations
by a minor.
Receipts: Act, 1183 Est. 550 Barrows & Gilts
Incomparable
The
lower Sows ander 450 steady to .50
Thomas Earl "'Dowell, .75-1.25
higher over 430-mostly 1.10 some 1.50 higher
62, was arrested Wednes- US 1-2 210-240 lbs
$411.25-41.75
2 266-210 lbs.
047.75-48.25
day on charges that he US
US 2-3250-270 lb.
$46.75-47.75
AP
sold a 14-year -old Sows
US 1-2270.350 Ills
839.00-41.00
Year
Entertoiner
OP
The
CMA
juvenile for purposes of US 1-3 311450 lba
140.16-13.50
US 1-3*MSlbw.
143.50-16.00
prostitution. He is being US
1.3516401112m.
046.00-17.90
3 Time Winner of BOTH
under a $32,500 cash US 2-3 331411bs
830.00-41.10
CMA Vocalist of the Year
Boars 31.50-34.11
,
bond.
and Album of the Year
Dowell was to face the
Simpson County guild Industrial Average
+742
33% Ati
Air Products
and
RONNIE McDOWELL
jury today on six felony American
2% •Ni
Motors
charges - promoting Ashland
Country s Super Crowd Pleas&
II% +11,
+%
American Teleplisse
prostitution in the first Chrysler
4% +ki
Dupont
311%
+16
degree, promoting sexual
17% +0k
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24% +in
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General Motors
10% +Mu
traying sexual per- General Tire
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Goodrich
formance by a minor, and Goodyear
ltka +04
Tickets $9.00 and $8.00 (All Seats Reserved)
litee inc.
three counts of traffick- Gall Oil
36% +In.
Herblein
ing in food stamps.
I.B.M.12% +Vs
nib III Ws - 01 Porosity Oster Venues Wester' Wear Mortal Cho s Mew Wen
/
28 111%A
101
Jerico
IN tare West tales Leach s Mem Pans TO Mr I s Beat
41 INN(SEW
Dowell was arrested in K-Mart
1144 +14
MOW tillidies Allis Irak*.& SuN Sku
24% sac.
a food-stamp sting opera- Penwalt
1114-+Vii
Quite Otto
tion established by -Kew - Texaco
nil did sr err Orin with silt leiresset s
bin NM Pamir 31 +0k
46% +la s
Ili.Pam. Nosy. it 47071 WI bore Mils* Ship
Tobacco
Itlit R..Is/IL
tucky State Police, the U.S.
_
13 +MI
Wendy's
state Attorney General's C.F.F. Fond
13.44
office and Louisville
police.

Man arrested
on charges
with minor

Hog market

••••••••1 •

Stock market

-8918

Reports
listed
2-17-82
Adults 175
\ Nursery 9
NO NEWBORN
ADMISSIONS
DISMISSALS
Barbara Wynn
Stewart, 657 Grace Ct.,
Princeton; Melissa Rose
Overbey and baby girl,
1905 Wiswell; Lula I.
Alexander and baby girl,
213 Irvan, Paris, Tenn.;
James S. Scarbrough,
1607 Farmer Ave.;
Joseph E. Whitfield-Rt.
2, White Plains.
James A. Allbritten,
1524 Canterbury; Sylvia
A. Cook, Rt. 4; Sharon K.
Murphy, Rt.1, Mayfield;
Doris F. Timmons, Rt. 1;
Gilbertsville; William c.
Fox, Rt. 8.
Joyce R. Kelley, 1319
Roberson; Kathy J.
Dowdy, Rt. 6; Denise
Chadwick, Rt. 3; Neil C.
Brown, 1301 Kirkwood;
Bud l E. Stalls, Sr, 407
North Fifth St.; Quinton
P. Baucum, Rt. 2, Paris,
Tenn.
Louise Mary Byars, Rt.
1, Puryear, Tenn.; Dora
E. Prince, 511 W. Lee,
Mayfield; I,ottie L.
Vasseur, 320 Aspen,
Calvert City; Suella
Futrell, 623 Ellis;
William B. Holman (expired), 416. Eddings,
Fultr•ii

12/16 es. Pigs.

Frosty Acres

Orancie Juice
Choice Sides Of Beef
225Ti 275 the.

New Date

A hearing will be held beginninff at 10:00 o'clock a.m. E.S.T. March 5, 1982, in the offices of
the Public Service Commission of Kentucky at 730 Schenkel Lane, Frankfort, Kentucky, in Case
No. 8381 as to the reasonableness of the following rate schedule changes which the West Kentucky
Rural Telephone Cooperative Corporation, Inc., proposes to place in effect upon approval by the
Commission:
Present Proposed
Rates
Rates
Class of Service
Residence 1 party (per month)
Residence extension (per month)
Business 1 party (per month)
Pay stations

$13.50
1.50
19.50
19.50

Lb.
Co 8, Wrapped Free

815.00
1.50
21.50
21.50

Change
$1.50
-02.00
2.00

The following proposed charges are based on the combination of charges for work operations required: i.e., Service Order Charge, Line Connection Charge, Premises Visit Charge, Premises
Work Charge (Residential or business), and Station Handling Charge. All proposed rates stated
which involve the Premises Work Charge (Residential or business) are stated as minimum
charges, and would be increased if the work operation required time in excess of the initial thirty
minute work period. Premises work time exceeding thirty minutes will be charged $7.50 per thirty
minutes or fraction thereof.
Proposed
Present Minimum
Charges Charges
Service Connection Charge
Main Station
Business
Instrument in place
Instrument not in place
Initial pre-wiring
Pre-wiring completion

Change
•

Residence
Instrument in place
Instrument not in place
Initial pre-wiring
Pre-wiring completion

$20.00
20.00
-020.00

811.00
43.50
31.00
12.50

6(9.00)
23.50
31.00
(7.50)

20.00
20.00
-020.00

11.00
38.50
26.00
12.50

(9.00)
18.50
26.00
(7.50)

20.00
--2000

36.00
31.00

16.00
11.00

•
Extension
Business
Residence
Moves and Changes
Minimum Trip
Business
Residence

-

-

_

-

20.00
16.00
(4.00)
20.00 __. 16.00 -(4.00)
.....

Inside Move
Main station-business
-residence
Extensicn-business
-residence

$20.00
20.00
20.00
20.00

$36.00
31.00
36.00
31.00

$16.00
11.00
16.00
11.00

Outside Move
Main station-business
-residence
Extension-business
-residence

20.00
20.00
20.00
20.00

23.50
23.50
23.50
23.50

3.50
3.50
3.50
3.50

16.00
16.00
11.00

(4.00)
(4.00)
(9.00)

20.00
20.00

11.00
11.00

(9.00)
(9.00)

20.00
20.00
20.00
20.00
25.00
25.00
25.00

11.6618.50
26.00
31.00
31.00
36.00
36.00

(9.00 1
(1.50)
6.00
11.00
6.00
11.00
11.00

20.00

26.00

6.00

20.00

31.00

11.00

_
Proposed
Present Minimum
Rates Charges
$17.75
$18.75
18.50
19.50
19.75
20.75
22.25
23.25
20.00
31.00
20.00
36.00
25.00
36.00
25.00
36.00
20.00
31.00

Change
$1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
11.00
16.00
11.00
11.00
11.00

-

Change Type or Color
Business
Residence
Service call
Reconnect
Business
Residence
Miscellaneous Charges
Number change, without premise visit
Number change, premise visit required
Install inside jack, residence
Install inside jack, business
Install outside jack, residence
Install outside jAck, business
Install speaker phone
Install separation jack for customer-owned
equipment with FCC registration number,residence
Install separation jack for customer-owned
equipment with FCC registration number,busbies*

Install 14'straight cord
Install 25' straight cord
Install 12' coil cord
Install 25' coil cord
Install outside bells, residence
Install outside bells, business
Install howler, business .f -Install relay, business
Install handset amplifier

Servicededer
.-and
Premise,isit
611.00
11.00
11.00
11.00

Service Charge on Customer-Owned Equipnwnt
Causing Interference and Service Problems
Residence
Business
Charges for Key System
Install two-button set
Install three-button set
Install four-button set
Install six-button set
,Install twelve-button set
Install hands-free key telephone
Install music-on-hold
Install call announcer

Frosty. Acres Cream Style

Corn

NOTICE

Charges on Code-A-Phone
Install Code-A-Phone, all models
Install Code-A-Phone Electronic Dialer

Purchase
of Cord
$7.75
8.50
9.75
12.25

20.00
20.00

31.00
36.00

11.00
16.00

20.00
20.00
20.00
25.00
25.00
25.00
25.00
25.00

43.50
43.50
43.50
43.50
43.50
43.50
43.50
43.58
_

23.50
23.50
23.50
18.50
18.50
18.50
18.50
18.50

30.00

ass
43.56

13.50
43.50

Charges on Special Circuits
Install radio look
Install radio patch

25.00
25.00

38.50
38.50

13.50
13.50

Charges for Special Telephones
Install speaker phone
Install cutoff switch
Install data coupler
Install chime or tone ringer
Install voice coupler

25.00
25.00
25.00
20.00
25.00

36.00
36.00
36.00
36.00
36.00

11.00
11.00
11.00
16.00
11.00

a_

Wholesale & Retail Meat

'07 N 3rd Si

The rates contained in this notice are the rates proposed by West Kentucky Rural Telephone
Cooperative Corporation, Inc. However, the Public Service Commission may order rates to be
charged that differ from these proposed rates. Such action may result in rates for consumers
-other than the rates included in this notice.

-_
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Murray wins squeaker
despite less from Hood
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Controversy aids Tennessee
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MMS win
sets stage
for tourney

Racers conduct final tune-up
for OVC track championships

Middle School
Tournaments

Murray Middle
School's Tigers warmed
up for this week's middle
school tournament by
thrashing Trigg County,
52-21, Friday night.
The Tigers raced to a
15-0 lead in the first
quarter behind the
tenacity of a full court
press.
Stanley Rutledge and
Jimmy Brannon pumped
points each and Kelly'Steely added nine for
the victors.
Tuesday the Tigers
play in the 7 p.m. game
against Benton in the
middle school tournament played at Calloway
County Middle School.

Girls
N.Marshall

7411103 3 30

S.Marshall

)Tuesday S 30 p m

Calloway
Championship
1 ursday

30 p m

Benton

Twig/ill 30

Murray

Tonight first-round action begins (see
brackets) with the North
Marshall and South Marshall girls playing at 5:30
p.m.
North Marshall and
South Marshall boys play
at 7 p.m. with the Benton
and Murray girls
finishing the action at
8:30 p.m.

Boys
N.Marshall

Tonight 7 00

.Tuesday the bust
Calloway County girls
take on the winner of the
North Marshall-South
Marshall game at 5:30
p.m. Next the Benton and
Murray boys play, followed by the Calloway County boys playing the winner of the North
Marshall-South Marshall
game at 8:30 p.m.
Thursday night the
championships will be
conducted with the girls
playing at 6:30 p.m. and
the boys playing at 8 p.m.

S.Marshall

)

Tuesday I 30p m

Calloway
Championship
Thursday I p m

Murray

Tuesday 7 p m

Benton

Feb. 22,23,25
at Calloway County Middle&hoot

Murray
girls host
Mayfield

Lady Racers notch six new
indoor track event records

From Staff Reports
Murray High Coach
Rick Fisher is exaecting
a different ballgame
tonight from the team his
Lady Tigers smashed, 6425, Friday night.
"They (Mayfield) had
three starters who didn't
make the game," Fisher
said. But tonight the
three are expected to
make the trip to Murray
for the 7:30 game.
"We kind of expected to
win up there Friday when
we heard they were shorthanded so we worked on a
lot of areas of our game.
We're trying to develop
into a good basketball
team and reach our peak
before tournament time
next week," Fisher said.

Murray State's Lady
Racer indoor track team
set six school records in
their final meet of the
season.
Placing sixth overall in
the field of 12 teams, the
Lady Racers closed out
their regular season at
the Illinois State Redbird
Invitational.
Val Lemoignan, a
freshman from England,
turned in the brightest
performances for the
Lady Racers. She set a

The Murray State
men's indoor track team,
in its final tune-up prior
to next week's Ohio
Valley Conference championship meet in Murfreesboro, took a convincing 89-51 final advantage
over Eastern Illinois in
dual competition Friday
in Charleston.
The Racers took first
place in 12 events while
competing in their fifth
meet of the indoor
season. All running
events were hand-timed.
Freshman Daren Pahl
broke the school standard
established earlier this
season by Paul Babits
when be cleared 16-3 in
the pole vault to take top
honors in that event. Both
Racer vaulters have now
cleared the 16-foot height
and should qualify as the
favorites in next week's
conference competition.
Racer performers also
performed well in other
field events as Andy
Vince won the shot put
with a 53-2;4 toss; Ernest
Patterson took first in the
high jump with a 6-834 effort; Jim Pace won top
honors in the triple jump
with a 47-114 effort while
teammates Don Small
(47-10%) and Dave Small
2) placed second
/
(47-11
and third; and Don Small
took second in the long
jump with a 22-244 effort
and Dave Small finished
third at 21-2'4.
In distance competition
Eddie Wedderburn and
Chris Bunyan finished
one-two in the two-mile
run. Wedderburn was
clocked at 8:52.07 while
Bunyan was next at
8:52.37. Barry Attwell
took first in the mile with
a time of 4:11.57 and placed second in the 1000-yard
run with a 2:18.52 clocking. Gary Ribbons took
second behind Attwell in
the mile with a 4:12.95
time.

The Racer mile relay
was also a winner as the
team of Willie Thomas,
Elvis Forde, Willie
Jackson and Alfred
Brown took first with a
3:20.56 clocking.
Forde also took first

Tech's Harper bombs Murray
Unstoppable was the-w o rd for Tennessee
Tech's Jerilynn Harperas she scored 34 points
and led her Lady Eagles
to an 80-77 victory over
Murray State.
Harper hit 13 of 26 from
the field, but her eight of
11 free throws were
equally important to the
Tech women's 16th win in
26 games.
The Lady Racers
outscored the visitors
from the field, 35-32, but

Tennis

Monica Green pumped
in 13 points and snatched
eight boards while teammate Donna Rousse chipped in an even dozen
points for the winners.
The Lady Tigers improved to 15-4 on the
season. MHS led by 20 at
halftime, 32-12, and were
never threatened the rest
of the game.

Murray State's mens
tennis team finished third
in a field of eight teams in
the Greg Adams Invitational tournament at
Eastern Kentucky over
the weekend.
Murray's 24 points
were topped only by first
place Miami of Ohio's 30
and runnerup Kentucky's
27.
Mats Ljungman won
the No.2 singles title for
the Racers by defeating
Illinois State's Jeff
Wagoner,7-6, 6-1.
Also taking top honors
was the MSU No.1

Hockey
DETROIT (AP) — Edmonton's Wayne Gretzky
tied Phil Esposito's National Hockey League
goal-scoring record when
he drilled in his 76th goal
of the season with 3:26 remaining in the Oilers' 7-3
victory over the Detroit
Red Wings.
Gretzky, 21, also added
four assists to give him
-171 total points — seven
-Mire than last season
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Glidden's FAMOUS
Latex Wall Paint

when he broke the NHL
point record of 152 set in
1970-71 by Esposito.

:
II "Oft
•
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GALLON
REG $15 99

Pro basketball

•fte..
:41a

Saturday's Gaines
New Jersey 123, Utah 108
Cleveland iil. Dallas 109
Detroit 115, Indiana 109
San Diego 118,San Antonio 101
Golden State 110. Washington 102
Sooday's GAUDIN
Milwaukee 110, Kansas City 104
New York 122, Houston IN
Philadelphia 109, Phoenix 102
Dallas 113, Chicago 97
Los Angeles 131, Denver 131
Indiana 118, New Jersey 107
Seattle 103, Boston 100
Atlanta 109, Portland 07
Monday's Gasses
No games scheduled
Tosaday'sGames
Milwaukee at New York
Kansas City at Atlanta
Utah at Washington
Golden State at San Antonio
Portland at Chicago
Dallas at Houston

**
- • 1111:0

Gidden's
BEST
Latex
Semi-Gloss
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Relax after the move, you've earned it. Relax
with a WELCOME WAGON visit and a friendly
greeting. We're glad you're our new neighbor.

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET

Call me to arrange a convenient time for my
visit. I'm looking forward to meeting you.
Kathryn Outland 7513079
Hostess
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Black's Decorating Centior

Murray
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SAVE $6.00

A%

Mt Mirth 101•7
Silver with sunroof, local owner, lots of extras 8xxx
miles
$7975.00

Ai

REG. $18.99

Ca°

After you've moved in,
call WELCOME WAGON'
After-move problems soon disappear with a
WELCOME WAGON visit. It's a special treat that
provides you with gifts of welcome, invitations
from local businesses you can redeem for more
difts and lots of helpful information.

753-2617

---:
overall.
Murray State had a few
bright spots in center
Diane Oakley's 20-point,
10-rebound outburst
before fouling out late in
the contest and both
Sharon Cooper and
Bridgette Wyche were
double-digit scorers as
well with 16 and 12 points.
Former Calloway
County High School standout Mina Todd suffered •
an off-night, scoring only
two points in 10 minutes
of play.

Anniversar
Gekbrat

A:C:17
jECSI*
KEEP THAT GREAT GM
FEELING WITH GENUINE
GM PARTS

641 S.

the game was decided in
the final minutes at the
charity stripe. Harper hit
both ends of a one-plusbonus opportunity to push
Tech's lead to 74-71 with
2:26 remaining, then hit
two more a minute later
to keep the Golden Eagles
ahead,76-73.
The teams traded
points after that and Tech
went on to record its
eighth Ohio Valley Conference win and the Murray women stumbled to 210 in league play, 6-15

SPRED SATIN

Three Lady Racer innew MSU record with her
also added their
dividuals
in
400
57.10 timing
the
meter dash and she also names to the record
competed on both the books — Lavonne
4x200 meter and 4x400 Roberts placed second in
meter relay teams that the 800 meter run with a
also set new school 2:14.59 performance,
Diane Holmes placed
records.
In the 4x200 meter fourth in the 600 meter
event the MSU team plac- run with her 1:38.99 time,
ed third and broke the and Glenviria Williams
school record with a rounded out the Lady
1:44.1 time. The 4x400 Racer record breakers
meter relay team did the with her sixth place finish
same by taking third with in the 300 meter dash
(41.55).
a 3:57.41 clocking.

doubles team of Terje
Persson and Finn Swarting. The Racer duo clipped a team from West
Virginia, 2-6, 7-6, 7-5, for
the title.

place in the 440 (49.13) Gerald Jackson in the 60and the 300 i30.69) during yard high hurdles (:7.471
the competition. Other
and Jeff Stipp in the 880Racer winners were yard run 1:55.66). John
Keith Cobbs in the 600 Walsh finished second in
(1:15.45), with Perry the 60-yard dash with a
Konantz taking second; :6.3 clocking.

KEEP AWAY — Tennessee Tech's Carlton Clatington (10) flips a pass
away from Murray's Brian Stewart in Saturday's game at Racer Arena.
Staff photo by Jim Rector

Sports at a glance

Working on her game
Friday was MHS center
Kim Tharpe. She captured game-high scoring
honors with 21 points and
also snared nine rebounds.

Tonight's game will be
a solo contest with no
junior varsity action
beforehand.
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Ordinance No 220.2
An ordinance adopting the city of Hazel, Kentucky six months Budget for the period January
1, 1982 through June 30, 1982 by estimating
revenues and appropriating funds for the operation of city government.
Whereas, an annual budget proposal has ben
prepared and delivered to the City Council; and
Whereas, the City Council has reviewed such
budget proposal and made modifications.
Now, therefore, be it ordained by the City of
Hazel, Kentucky
Section!:
That the six months budget for the fiscal year
beginning January 1, 1982 and ending June 30,
1982, is hereby adopted as follows:
Estimated Appropriations
Revenues
$12,210
$12,230
General Fund
2,000
2,088
Revenue Sharing
42,508
40,500
Gas Fund
2,500
3,150
Fire Fund
Municipal Road
-01,250
Aid Fund
59,218
$59,218
Totals
Total Estimated Revenue $59,218
Total Estimated Appropriations 59,218
Excess Revenue
Estimated Fund Balance 1981

17,441

Wm Pratt
Mayor,City of Hazel
Attest: Elizabeth Hudson
City Clerk/Treasurer

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

•-•

2 At home
3 Pop
4 Redact
5 Fiber plant
6 Conjunction
7 Europ. country
8 Joint
9 Time periods
10 Geometric
line
11 Shore
13 Epic tales
16 Arabian
chieftain
19 Newspaper
21 Roman
date
22 Railroad
station
25 Spills
27 Marry
again
30 Plunders
32 Indian
province

Answer Ia Satarday's Parale

BC CCOU GC
COCO CUM CCU
CC CUM GCE
OC MCC OCLIC
MCC CCM LICIC
BMOC CCM CU
MUCCI] CUCUMB
CU CCOU CCU=
CUM CCM CCM
CCM MCC MO
CCU CCM BC
17130 CCM MCC
OCUC CCU
34 Plot
36 Title of
respect
37 Worships
38 Short jacket
40 Bartered
41 Passover
meal

•
•

15. Articles for Sale

ComeMoodseeourroide..
estlectionoffromesboth W
stork on/ custom
Weide for you

$241 20 weekly working
part or full time at
home. Weekly
paychecks mailed
directly to you from
Home Office. Start
immediately. No ex
perience necessary.
National company. De
tails and application
mailed. Send your name
and address to: Bond
Hiring Dept.
Industries
77. Kendalia
Tx. 18027.

14 and 15in. New recap
tires reduced price.
Clifford Garrison 107
Sycamore.

Carter
•

44 Pitchers
47 Pastry
49 Walk
52 Falsehood
54 Diocese
57 Compass pt
58 Bone
60 Iron symbol

753 129$

BIBLE CALL
The Death ef Jesus 759-4444. Bible Story
• 759-4445.

Antiques

Tax-time good opportunity
to organize financial life
By LOUISE COOK
Associated Press Writer
Does the approach of
intomtLtax time send you
rummaging through
closets in search of
receipts?
Do you wind up with a
tax return that's based on
scribbled notes and a
hazy memory?
_ Are you losing money
because you don't have
the records to back up
your deductions?
If so, now is the time to
organize your financial
life and your two most
important assets can be a
filing system and a waste
basket.
A consumer guide from
the federal government
points out that you don't
have to keep copies of
every financial record.
The guide, "Keeping
Family Records: What to
Discard," is available at
no charge from the Consumer Information
Center, Dept. 591K,
Pueblo, Colo.,81009.
If you throw out what
you DON'T need, the
guide advises, it will be
easier to find what you
DO need.
You should, for example, keep paycheck stubs
until the end of the year.
But you can throw them
out after you check the

deductions against the W- records.
There are certain items
2 form you get from your
should be kept in a
that
sure
make
to
employer
safe deposit box. They inthere is no discrepancy.
You do not have to keep clude: birth certificates
all canceled checks. You or copies, citizenship
can usually get copies papers, marriage cerfrom your bank if you tificates, adoption
need them in an emergen- „ papers, divorce decrees,
cy. Save only those death certificates, deeds,
checks that relate direct- bonds and stock cerly to tax deductible ex- tificates, titles to properpenses - contributions to ly like automobiles and
charity, medical real estate and military
service records. You also
payments,etc.
may want to keep a copy
your
of
Keep copies
federal income tax return of your will in a safe
for at least three years. deposit box.
Once you have set aside
That's how long the Internal Revenue Service has the items destined for
in which to audit your your safe deposit box,
sort through the rest of
return.
The three-year limit on your papers. Throw out
auditing returns does not things like coupons which
apply, however, in all no longer are good and
cases. If you fail to report warranties which have
more than 25 percent of expired.
Divide everything else
your gross income, the
categories: unpaid
into
colto
IRS has six years
lect the tax or start legal bills, paid bill, receipts,
action. There is no time cured bank statements
limit at all if you filed a and'cancelled checks, infraudulent return or did come tax working
papers. These records
not file any return at all
and were required to do form the basis of your active file.
so.
You don't need a lot of
Sir Winston Churchill
fancy equipment to set up
a filing system. You DO was a famous cat lover.
need to set aside a During his last years, he
separate place - no mat- kept a ginger cat who
ter how small - where would sleep and eat with
you will keep your him.

Boy Scout
fund drive
leaders named
Sid Easley, fund drive
chairman for the Boy
Scouts of America annual
drive, announced today
he has selected Captains
for this year's drive.
They are Ronnie Dunn,
David Roos, Jim Stubbs,
Maurice Humphrey,John
Trotter, Richard
Vanover, Bob Douglas,
Harold Douglas, Ron
Foster, Bill Kopperud,
Frank Doran, *Dan Farris, Helen Spann, Mike
Keller, Kathy Hodge and
Harold Doran.
These captains will
each select five people to
assist them in contacting
citizens in our community to support the drive.
We are.indeed fortunate to have these good
citizens to assist the Boy
Scouts this year, Easley
said.
The kick-off breakfast
will be Tuesday, Feb. 23,
at 8 a.m. at Holiday Inn.

YES,I READ
IT IN BED
LAST NIGHT

a
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IT'S LIKE EATING PIZZA
AND DRINKING SEER...EVEN
IF YOU STARTED R)644T WOW,
YOU COULD NEVER MAKE
A

Studio

300Aiin.

I'M GOING TO PLANT
POTATOES, AND BEANS
AND RADISHES AND PEAS

AUNT FRITZ I--DID
YOU READ YOUR
NEW BOOK'

6. Help Wanted

AWARDED PRIZES in Valentine contest for third grades at Carter Elementary School were David Sentfleber, seated, grand prize; from left, first row,
Greg Milton, Shannon Hazier, Leigh Ann Carter, Hope Carlin, first prizes, second row, Jeremy Speight, April Crawford, Jennifer Fairbanks, Leigh Stickler,
John
second prizes, third row, Kelli Zehr, honorable mention, Karen Mikulcik,
prizes.
third
Sammons,
Dailey,Solite Rust and Mary Paul

Estimated Fund Balance
17,441
June 30, 1982
Section II:
That this ordinance shall be of effect on
January 1, 1982 adopted on the second reading
the 16th of December,1981.

ACROSS
1 One that
waits
8 Residues
11 Maple Leaf
land
12 Slouches
14-•clear
day..."
15 Coen
17 South Amencwirodent
ie Back forth
20 Coy
23 Sink in the
middle
24 Red and
Dead
26 Downy duck
28 SA's neighbor
29 Quaver
31 Iterates
33 Pilot's
maneuvw
35 Seeds
36 Spring dance
need
39 Trials
42 Paid notice
43 Declare
45 Challenge
46 Speck
48 Deceives. Si
50 Insane
51 Asian sea
53 Seines
55 Charles Gaulle
56 Breed of
sheep
59 Heavy short
coat
81 Cooks
slowly
82 Haste
DOWN
1 Pennant

2. Notice

DENT

Brown
announces
for Congress

TOLD A
LEOPARD AND VLI LTU RE
YoRy To JUNGLE EYES„ "5041E OEM,
„, ILL OR
ONE

"aaVRRE SCARED OFF
THE VULTURE9„ THE
91eXX9
HUNGRY LE0144,4,7,
1//c,ri.ty
.411=11".

LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP)- Jefferson County
Commissioner Carl
Brown has announced his
candidacy for the
Republican nomination
for Congress from the
Kentucky's 3rd District.
Brown made the annoucement Saturday in
the Louisville suburb on
Shively.
He is -the second
Republican to enter the
battle for the seat held by
Democrat Romano Mazzoli. Russ,• Maple announced his candidacy
last week.
Itrown said he believes
the campaign will focus
on the economy.

We Buy
Sell
Antiques
And Collectables
Come by and see our
Weather Vane's

MAIN
STREET
HOUSE
ANTIQUES
602 Main Street
Murray, Ky.
9:00 to 5:00 Mon.
Sot.; 1:00 to 5:00
Sun.

SHIRLEY
FLORIST
SOO North Fourth
Murray, Ky.
753-3251

for-Sale
large assailant
of genuine 14 Kt.
geld dipped leaves
3$ different styles

$2.95 Each.
Wholesale
Jewelers
Inc.
Olympic Plaza
753-7113
Open 9 a.m.
to 9 p.m.
Would like someone to go
along with me by car
through Texas
and
Mexico
Arizona
California. You pay your
way and I pay mine. Will
furnish car. Call if interested 435-4245.

12 MONTH
FREE
FINANCING
CRASS FURNITURE

ogers
enny
and
Men
Jeans
Lev•
Women's
Jeans
Men's $15.95
Women's and
Misses
$23.95
Students $14.95
Children $12.95

Vernon's
Western
Store
Plaza
Olympic
Opea 9 a.m.
to 9 p.m.
-71

THE CATCH
THE CATFISH
& SEAFOOD
Johnny Robertson Rd. South
-759-1506

INCOME not meeting
outgo? Exchange hours
for cash. Assistance
provided. For details
write, PO Box 2681
University Station
Ky. 42071.
Murray
Jobs Oversea's Big
money fast. $20 000 to
550 000 plus per year.
Call 1 716 842-6000. Ext.
1705.
Lady needing home.
Live in. Care for in valid. Room board pay.
759 1661.
experienced
Mature
ambitious person
needed to organize and
manage small local
office. Benefits and
salary commensurate
with qualifications.
Send replies to PO Box
Ky.
1040 F Murray,
42071.
Need experienced
mechanic. Apply in
person. Century Auto
Sales 801 Sycamore.
Nurses only. RN's or
LPN's needed for 3- 11 or
11-7 shift. Excetlenr-salary and benefits.
Apply in person at Care
Inn of Mayfield or call
247-0200.
Part time secretary.
10 - 25 hours weekly
some Saturdays. Geed
typists and office ARIL
753-4953.

Tobacco sticks.
345- 2861 or 247- 3953.

Call

16. Home Furnishings
30in. Tappan electric
range. $50. Call 753 8984
Antique walnut drop
leaf gate leg table with
antique
pads $650.
walnut buffet $850. Both
pieces are refinished
and in mint condition.
Call 247-5840.
frost free
Avocado
refrigerator. Call 7591261. $200.
Frost free freezer. $225
Call 7530219.
Old oak dining table
with leaf and 4 chairs. 1
leg needs repair. 759
1304.
1 recliner
One couch
chair both like new.
Table with 4 chairs. Call
759 1075. Mon. F ri. 8 4.
Sears washer and
dryer. Call 753- 7785.
Two piece Early
American living room
suite. Like new. Call
489-2521.

19. Farm Equipment
20 metal Trusses 30ft.
long. Excellent for conmachistructing farm
hay stor nery storage
age and other farm
buildings. 753-5181.

22. Musical

WANTED
Responsible party to
take up misses ea
Ike mew pine.

CLAYTONS
753-7575

WANTED: Someoni-Tt0
process and print 35mm
black and white film in
z
their home or owe-7---CAR STEREO Pioneer
on
regular
darkroom
Marantz
Kenwood.
753-5131
basis. Phone
Sanyo. ProMitsubishi
Ext. 141.
fessional intallation.
Want middle - aged
Sunset Boulevard Music
woman or couple
Dixieland Center
preferred to live with
Chestnut St. 753-0113.
and care for bedridden
Wu rlitzer console
man. Call 753 1634.
theatre organ 4500. Like
new. 753 - 1261 after
5p.m.
House cleaning every
other week. Have re
753
ferences. 759-1255
FOR SALE
2377.

_

9. Situation Wanted

SOW-Console

Responsible mother
wants to babysit babies
and small children. 5
minutes east of town.
759 1692.
Will sit with sick people
at Murray -Calloway
County Hospital from
8:30am 10:00am. Call
153-5419 ask for Sharon.

10. Business Opportunity

Moo Bargain
wood, asigisiMe party

slatlaw Met*
=
se *am aiwai.
Cam he sou lagmly. Write
Credit Manger: P.O. Box
537 Shelbyville, IN 46176.

21 Exterminating

Established clothing
business can be bought
for inventory cost. Call
753-60/8 or 489-2756 after
5p.m.
Make money selling
beautiful
Avon
and
gifts
jewelry
makeup. Get low cost insurance benefits. Call
Connie White 753-5750 in
Murray.

13. For Sale or Trade
For sale or trade established business in
good location. Price
negotiable. Any reasonable offer considered. Owner financ•
ing available. Call 7534109 after 5p.m.

14. Want to Buy
80001b. Warn
Call 435-4294.

winch

Stamp and coin collec
tion or accumulation.
Call after 3p.m.
167-4169.

24. Miscellaneous
For sale firewood $25. a
rick delivered. 437 4547.
2
Hot water heater
months old. 436-2485
after 4p.m.
Merchant Figurematic
bathroom lavatory
$50.
and stool $20. Kenmore
wood stove. Excellent
condition $75. Call 4988950.
SEASONED
FIREWOOD. Mixed
hardwoods 18in.-24in.
available. $27.50 a rick
delivered. Call Join
Boyer at 75311536.

15. Articles for Sale
9 piece Duncan Phyfe
dining room suite $750.
couch (green and
old
walnut trim) $75.
Kerosene heater $20.
250 Chevrolet head $40.
2 8ft. ornamental
wrought .iron
189-2110.

posts 125.

LEO'S
GOLD-GEMSSILVER
Isemiediate Jewelry Repair.
Mist Nam 10-20 minutes.
I. Gleam Realty (rear)
N. 12th Street. Lew
Law prkas is el Jewelry

3. Card of Thanks
Antique City Mall Hwy.
45 between Jackson and
says
Humboldt.
"thanks" to our Ky.
customers. 82 dealers
welcome you. Open 10-5
Sun. 1 • 5. Closed
Monday's.
We would like to take
this opportunity to
thank everyone that
helped us during the
loss of our home. A
"thank you" does not
even begin to express
the way we feel toward
everyone that donated
food
clothes
household
gifts. and money to us
during our time of need.
it is
At a time like this
good to know that you
friends
have a family
and neighbors that care
Jamey
so much Love
Billy and Nikki
Connie
McMillen

5. Lost and Found
Lost white Shepard in
vicinity of Coldwater
adj. 753 9489 Reward

SOLAR ENERGY
ENERGY CONSERVATION
Now available in local area. If you ore presently malting $15,000 per year and wont to make
$50,000 plus per year. Exciting new field no
competition, Weds, financing no problems. For
personal interview go to the Holiday Inn S. 12th
St. US 641 Sow* Peking Restaurant Tuesday,
Feb. 23 at 10 e.m. sharp.
International Energy Savers
/

$400 Per Week
SOLAR ENERGY
Energy Conservation
We believe that high pay briags geed workers. Fortiori
branch sew opening la sarreending area. [Initial new field
with walasitei petentiel. We need pee* in reettogeweet, ow vice mai installer*u if easily ter* preilects.
Neat appoorance a west, high school gredeate or egaivileat
only. Fee personal interview get. the Nelany his S. 124, US
641 Smith Peking Resteerent Feb. 23 10 A.M. sharp.
Intimations' Energy Savers
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21. Miscellaneous
AAA CUSTOM MADE
CABINETS.
bookcases
music centers,
etc.
Reasonable. 436 2566.
Air compressors for
sale Dill Electric.
Car dolly for sate Tows
1 car. $300 435 4294

25, Business Services
HODGES TAX SERVICE. The Income Tax
Specialist 1104 Pogue
Ky. Call 759Murray
1425

26. TV-Radio
LARGE
SELECTION
USED TV's

32. Apts. For Rent
Nice 2 bedroom duplex 3
miles from town. Farm
work agreement
available for right
couple. Call 753,0040.
One bedroom furnished
apartment Off street
parking
private entr
ance on N 6th $125.
month. For appoint
ment call 753 3001 after
5p.m,
One bedroom furnished
apartment. 121 North
next to fairgrounds. $90.
per month. 753-3139.
One bedroom un
furnished apartment.
New wall to wall carpet
re -modeled kitchen.
Deposit and references
required.
Call Spann Realty As
soc, for all your real
estate needs. 753.7724.

25" color $39.95
19" color, 13" col
or, 19" B/W

New ltisist

MUR -C AL
APARTMENTS

CLAYTONS
753-7575

1. 2 & 3 banes soils fro
per as. Ilailicappee suit. Newly asstrectel
astral kat ail air,
carpeted, hitches apslime's. Office Hours Ilse.fn. 9:01-17:10 IN,.
Nertiwsed Or.
Murray, If.
5112-154-4384
Elsa! Nersiug Oppertisity

21. Mobile Home Sales

$165.11

12x65 Trailer for sale or
rent. 759-1987.
1968 Baren. Un
furnished. $2500. 4748838.
1980 trailer in city. 14x60
3 year warranty.
$12 500. 753-3321 or 75945,43.
Three bedroom 2 bath
central gas-heat
central air conditioning
unit, underpinnning inOne or 2 bedroom
cluded. 753-5561.
apartments for rent at
28. Mobile Home Rentals Embassy Apartments
Call 753-3530 or 753-4331.
1978 Fleetwood 14x70 2
Partially furnished
bedroom
2 baths fur
nished. Call 753-4683 or apartment for rent. 1
person man or woman
753-1336 after 5p.m._
753-7506.
Extra nice 2 bedroom
Small furnished aparmobile home. Small.
quiet court. $85. 753-8216 tment. Inquire 100 S.
13th St.
after 5p.m.
Nice 2 bedroom trailer Two bedroom
near Murray. No pets. townhouse apartment.
Appliances furnished
489-2611.
central
carpeted
Trailer for rent. See heatair. Also 1 studio
Brandon Dill at Dill's apartment available.
Tr. Ct. entrance of 753 7550 or 753-7559.
Murray Drive -In
Two bedroom duplex.
Theatre.
Central heat and air. No
Two bedroom trailer on pets. $210. month. $200.
Payne St. Water and deposit. Lease required.
utilities furnished. Call Call after 5p.m.
753-3096.
753-6699.
Two bedroom apart30. Business Rentals
ment. Partial utilities
paid. Call 759 1457 after
5p.m_
Mimi •

Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
753-4753

33. Rooms for Rent
Rooms for rent 1 block
from univesity. Call
753 1812 or 753 6933.

34. Houses for Rent

32. Apts. For Rent

Income property by
owner. Extra nice 2 or 3
One and 2 bedroom
bedroom brick home on
apartments near down4 lots presently 1 lot
town Murray. Call 753rented for mobile home.
4109 or 436-2844.
air conCarport
Furnished apartment ditioned. perfect starter
near university. 753- home for young couple
3134 or 753-6177.
for rental income
Lakeland Wesley Vill- $36000. Will consider
age now renting 1 renting to responsible
bedroom elderly apar- party. Call 522-7837.
tments. HUD Rent Near Kenlake 5 year old
Subsidy Program. Apply 3 bedroom, insulated.
L.W.V. U S.68 at electric heat and wood
Jonathan Creek
Ben- heater
stove
reton
Ky. 42025. 502 354- frigerator
and water
8888. An Equal Housing furnished. $195. plus
Opportunity.
deposit. 442-3877.
Large furnished ef- One bedroom house in
ficiency apartment. Lakeway Shores. Partly
Call 753-6254.
furnished. Call 753-6123.
One or 2 bedroom low Three bedroom house
utilities. $165. month. large lot $175. per
Call 759-9303 anytime.
month. Call 753-5750.

34. Houses for Rent
Five room house and
upstairs. 2 or 3 bed
room
utility
bath
upstairs rooms. Old
Shiloh Rd. out of
Murray. 753-9673.
House for rent 501 Pine
St. Call 759-1259 •

35. Farms for Rent
Approximately 1200
acres of good quality
land located in the
Sedalia Community To
be rented on a sealed
bid basis-cash or crop
rent. For further in
contact
formation
Jackson Purchase PCA
328 East Broadway
Mayfield
Kentucky or
phone 247 5613.

36. For Rent or Lease LEASE The Murray
Calloway County Industrial Foundation will
accept Bids to lease
Industrial Park land for
farming purposes. 35
acres row cropping; 35
acres for grass and hay.
Bid date March 4. 1982.
Information can be
obtained St the Chamber of Commerce
805
North 12th Street Phone
753-5171.

M. Pets-Supplies
AKC Registered
Keeshound puppies. 10
only 2 males
weeks old
left. Phone 753 7989.
"Portable Dog Runs and
Kennels. Cages and ac
cessories. Write for a free
catalog. Falls City Fence
2936 St Xavier
Co.
Louisville
(Apt. CM
K y. 40212"
Two dachshund pup
pies. Full blooded no
papers 474 2325.

41. Public Sale
BOGARD REALTY &
DOVER
AUCTION
TN. We buy liquidation
inventories of
businsses farm equipment. Note-We will sell
at auction for you. Call
615 232-5150.

43. Real Estate
Porde. & Thurman
Insurance &
Real Estate
South:ids Court Sq.
Murray, Kentucky
753-4451

31. Livestock-Supplies
Black Rackin horse and
2 horse Stedtmann
trailer. Call 753-6123.

Eight cross bred Hamp
York sows bred_ to

and

registered Duroc boar.
due to farrow first part
of April. Market price
plus $25. each.
1-345-2794.

43. Real Estate

ii"alksait

soro

kl JOIS
REAL ESTATE
753-110110

"Prisfsesissid Services
With The
Friendly Touch"
After Office
Hun
7S3-9036
753-7519
CIRCARAMA
CHARMER
A beauty -3 B.R., 2
bath B.V. -spacious
rooms, central heat
/
2 car carand air, 11
port, with storage
area. Carpeted,
large family room,
draperies and appliances included.
Near Bel-Air Shopping, restaurant,
etc. Large, well
landscaped lot with
trees. In 50's.
507 WHITNELL ST.
3 bedroom, 1 bath,
B.V., carport-Very
nice home, newly
painted inside and
out. Electric heat,
window air conditioner, near Bel-Air
Shopping, schools,
restaurants, etc. In
30's. Check soon it
will go fast at this

"Professional Services
With The
Friendly Touch"
After Office
Hours
753-9036
753-7519
YOU'LL FALL
IN LOVE
WITH...
This tri-level beauty on 2 lots on
Camelot Dr. in
Kingswood Sub.
Newly decorated
and carpeted,
painted inside and
out, immaculately
kept. Has central
gas heat, 4
bedrooms, 2 baths,
large den, range
and refrigerator,
dishwasher,
disposal, draperies
included. Outside
storage building,
carport. Owners
moved North realistically priced
this home at $59,900
for quick sale.
QUALITY HOME
It has everything, 4
bedrooms, 3½
baths, fireplace,
central vac. Formal dining 2 lots
with many trees,
storage bldg., city
water and sewer.
Located on Johnny
Robertson Rd. and
Brookhaven, west
of Gatesboro. Seeing is believing.
CALL TODAY.

X 31P
1

43. Real Estate

7534222
m
HTh
igAmce
42 ACRES
FOR SALE
Beautifully wooded acreage near
Kentucky Lake.
Price just lowered
$6,000 to $21,500.
Phone 753-1222,
Kopperud Realty,
for all the details
on this solid investment.
QUALITY AT A
REASONABLE
PRICE
Beautifully maintained three
bedroom, two bath
brick residence
with approximately 1600 sq. ft.
heated. Includes
living room, kitchen with all the
conveniences, and
central gas heat.
Located in
Gatesborough
Subdivision and
priced to sell!
Phone 753-1222,
Kopperud Realty,
for real service in
real estate.

BOY MAJORS"
REAL ESTATE
7531010
"Profession! Services
With The
Friendly Touch"
After Office
Hours
753-9036
753-7519
811 SOUTH BROAD
Nice B.V. home, 3
bedrooms, living
room with Franklin
Stove for economy.
Central elec. heat
and air. One car
garage, porch and
patio. Only $43,500.
OWNER LEFT
TOWN-MAKE
OFFER
This lovely 3
bedroom, 2 bath
B.V., is ideally
located at 1501 London Drive in
Canterbury. So
many quality
features, kitchen
appliances, all
draperies included.
Newly painted, inside and out 1st
year. Double
garage, automatic
opener, beautiful
landscaped lot. Mid
60's.

Dial-A-Setivice
(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)

Taxi Cab Service
911

Poison
Control
753-7588
RANDY
MINTON
HEATING AND AIR
CONDITIONING INC.

Carrier
Tba carrier dimlar for sales
sad service in Harm sad
Callaway Calmly $82
(besiege
753-8181

6 co.-Midnight 7 Days A Week
none 753-5351 753-5352

Murray
Police Dept.
753-1621
Emergencies
911
Calloway
County
Sheriff
153-3151
Rust Signs
Murals
Tnick
Lettering
Gold Leaf
All Types
of Sign Work

/53-6903

Police
911

AlUiñinum
Service
Co.
Ahrininom and Vinyl
Siding, Custom trine
work. References.
Cal Will Ed talky,
753-01189.

Quality Service
Company
Heating and Air Condihoning Sales; Soles
ond Service. Modern
Sheet Meto) & Service
Departments

7S3-9290

Onuar
CUSTOM MUM
CABINETS a C1151111118
111911111111/1111111111
T PIMMEININ
tPCIISTOM
*COMM MT KRONEN
(JIMMIES

( 753-5940
1212 MAIM

KEY
AUTO PARTS
Hwy. 121 %eh
Merrily, Ky.
New and Used Arta
Parts, Batteries,
Tints, Wheel Covers,
Auto Accessorise.

753-5500

753-1222
in mituvels.
111011MAIIIMII
NEW ON
THE MARKET
This 3 bedroom
brick home is very
much in demand
with its excellent
location. It also offers you a new
dishwasher, new
disposal and
chain-link fenced
backyard. Add
cetittarelectric air
and you have a
bargain at $39,200.
•;prud
Phone
Realty -"153-1222
for an appointment.
REDUCED
Just outside the city, but with all the
city conveniences.
This 3 bedroom
home with study
and 2 full baths
make day to day
living a pleasure.
The kids will enjoy
and appreciate the
bright, cheerful
kitchen and
spacious family
room with its brick
walled fireplace,
while you entertain in the formal
living room This
2800 sq. ft. home is
a steal at $77,500,
but make an offer.
Phone Kopperud
Realty - 753-1222
today for an appointment

45. Farms for Sale

49. Used Cars

53. Services Offered

Forty seven acres on
Hwy 94 West
Call
759 1987

1967 Ford Fairlane 289
automobile. Good con
dition Best offer. Call
759 4805 or 753-8430 after
4.30.

3 bedroom brick house.
Carpet throughout
2
baths
large living
room and den. 2 car
garage with large stor ,
age room. Call 489-2145
or 753.2493.
By owner 1 ,1 2 story
9
rooms. Fireplace
full
basement garage low
utility bills
deep lot
near hospital. Re
modeled 1976. 12 per
cent financing available
with $10 000. down.
Price $42 750. Call 753.1710 after 5p.m.
Selling at loss.
owner
transferred. 3 bedroom
13 percent mortage.
Low utilities 489-2881

RI Used Trucks

For your lime hauling
and lime spreading
white rock gravel and
coal hauling. Call 753
4 5 4 5 or see Roger
Hudson
Located 10
miles east on Hwy 94.
Free estimates. All
Your electrical
plumb
mg
heating
air con
ditioning.
painting and
insulating needs. Call
753.9673,

43. Real Estate

Strout.
Realty
44. Homes for Sale
Offic• Coast ti Coast
layers hew Everywbara
Istialtle Service Sim. 19011
Oil Coldwater lied
Ilammtp 421171
(502)75341116
Awls.
JOEL. KENNON
Braker
licaasad 8, aoudad

FOR SALE
011
/
2 Story, 4 BR.,
on 2 acres under
$15,000 for quick
sale.
02 12 x 60, Mobile
Home. 2 BR 1974,
furnished or unfurnished.
#3 27 Acre Farm on
Hwy. 94 10 miles
west only $1,000
acre.
04 8 room house, 4
1
2
BR,2 baths, on 2/
acres near
Panorama Shores.

SELL YOUR
HOME IN TOWN
TO SOMEONE
OUT OF TOWN
We're in touch with
buyers from around
the country. When
you list with us you
get a referral service with the
strength and
knowledge you'd
expect from the
Number 1 real
estate sales
organization in
America. We have
requests from prospects interested in
purchasing four
bedroom homes in
the city. We have
three families from
three different
states wanting four
bedroom homes.
We're,in touch with
buyers. Give us a
call 753-1492.
KIDS,BRING
YOUR PARENTS
Pool table included
with rec room - All
equipment included
with swimming
pool - Just now on
the market - Two
bedrooms on each
two levels - Dine
formally or in eat-in
kitchen Assumable loan for
you - Equity for
owner. Call 753-1492
for your preview.

111E118 ABS, NALTIIS®
OlP s

310IrM)

41. Motorcycles

44. Lots for Sale
Lake Property
For Sale
Ii 3 BR, 2 bath, 5
acre lot, lake front
$56,000.
21 3 BR, 2 bath,
large family room.
Lakefront. Asking
$58,900.
3) 4 BR 2 bath. 100
ft. x 300 ft. lot.
Blood River area.
Asking $25,000.
4) 3 BR mobile

houseL with large
addition. $14.000.
Owner financing
or mortgage
assumption possible to qualified
buyers.
pain Realty
Coil
Assoc. for all your
Real Estate needs.
753.7724

45. Farms for Sale
225 Acre Farm_
Owner '
Financing
No Interest

753-0101 •r
753-7531

sAI
VW Factory Rebate
$350 on all 1982
Ventswegens including
Americas highest mpg
diesel Rabbit Sedan
and tricks.

GENERAL HOME
REPAIR. 15 years experience Carpentry
concrete
plumbing
roofing
sliding. NO
JOB TO SMALL. Free
estimates. Days 474
2359 nights 474-2276.

ROOFING
BUILT-UP & SHINGLES
References. All wort'
guaranteed. Free
Estimates. Call 7591859 or 753-6581.

Carroll VW Rebate
$350.00 On All
VW's.
TOTAL REBATE
$700
Carroll VW
udi Mazda

K & K STUMP REMOVAL. Do you need
stumps removed from
your yard or land
cleared of stumps? We
can remove stumps up
to 24 inches below the
leaving only
ground
sawdust and chips. Call
for free estimates. Bob
Kemp 435-4343 or Bob
Kemp Jr 435-4319.
Need work on your
trees? Topping.
prun
4.Auto Services
ing, shaping complete
1979 Chevrolet V6 en 51. Campers
removal and more. Call
low milage. 471
gine
BOVER'S TREE
2325.
1977 fifth wheel camper. SERVICE for Pro
1977
bass
boat.
Call
fessional tree care
Have you had your oil
753-8536.
changed lately? How 753-5374.
about an oil, lube and Nice 35ft. camper. Full Professional painting
filter for $10.? Call size bath
$3200
paperhanging
com
753-0595.
753-2241
mercial.
residential
interior-exterior,
farm
Import Auto Salvage
buildings.-- estimates.
new and used parts. 52. Boats-Motors
474-2325.
1972 18ft. Sea Ray. Tremon Farris 759-1987.
Over 50 rebuilt auto- 140Hp Mercruiser Call Thirty one years ex
Carpenter
matic transmissions in 753-4647 after 5p.m.
perience
building
remodeling
stock. 90 day un
conditional warranty. 53. Services Offered
and repairing annex on
home and trailer. 436
Reynolds Trans
ALCOA ALUMINUM
missions Hwy 69 North
2253.
SIDING or vinyl siding
Paris Tn. 901-642-2572.
and trim. Aluminum Tree Work. Topping
and taking
trim for brick houses. trimming.
down. 436 2179.
Jack Glover 753-1873.
Accepting spring con- Tree trimming and
tract for lawn mowing removal. Hedges and
in city of Murray. For shrubs. Firewood. 753
free estimates write 5476.
Hwy. 121 South
Harry A. Baker Rt. 3
Box 105 CA Murray Ky.
Murray, Ky.
*Naito Sinks- Kt
42071.
New and Used Auto
elusion all !aryl ill*,
Asphalt driveways andPorts, Batteries, parking
testes trim 'work.
lots sealed by
Tires, Wheel Covers, Sears. For free int- hternces. Call Will Ed
tiqsates call 753-2310.
Ante Accessories.
Bailey, /531811.
CARPENTER SER
VICE. New homes
753-5500
additions. ' custom kit Wet basement? We
chens
all remodeling. make wet basements
dry
work completely
Hawley Bucy 492-8120,
49. Used Cars
Carpet Layer -$1.50 guaranteed. Call or
yard. Call Ray McKin- write: Morgan Con
lie
498-8950. Reference struction Co. Rt. 2 Box
1972 Chevy Impala. 2
409 A Paducah.
Ky.
door body. Interior and 498-8963.
42001 or call 442-7026.
outside in good condi- Do you need your
tion. Phone 753-1429.
carpets cleaned? Find Will do hand knitting
and crocheting baby
1973 Ford LTD. Good out how inexpensive it things
afghans
can
be
done
with
deep
condition. $600. 753-1913.
cleaning. Call sweaters-you name it
steam
1974 VW Bug. Excellent
Sewing or alterations
Jeff 753-0015.
mechanically
body in
759-1025.
good shape. Student Fence sales at Sears Will
sharpen hand saws.
must sell. Best offer. now. Call Sears 753-2310 chain saws and skill
for free estimate for
759-9524 753-5310.
saws. Call 753-4654.
needs.
1975 Corvette Chevrolet. your
$6600. Firm. Phone Guttering by Sears. 55. Feed and Seed
Sears continuous gut
753-8963.
Hay large round bales
1976 Monte Carlo. $1695. ters installed for your $15. each. Call 382-2207.
Call
specifications.
Call 753-9710.
Sears 753-2310 for free
56. Free Column
1976 Triumph TR 7. estimate.
40 000 miles good con
your
land
I
Puppies free to good
If
you
own
dition. $2750. Call 753can help you have a home. i2 Irish Settter
2615 759-4532.
1
2 Shepard. -1 year
home built and financed and /
Gitter.
at 10 percent A.P.R. old
Call 436-5582.
753-6385.

1200 Sycamore
NUTQW. Kentucky 42071
CSOZ 2S3- 1492

John C.
Neubauer
Real Estate

1972 Honda 750 in excellent condition. Call 3762178 after 5p.m.
1975 Honda motorcycle
5000
400 CC. 4 cylinder
miles,
$950. Call
753-4614.
1977 750 D.O.H.C.
Yamaha. Shaft drive
mag wheels
only 9000
miles. 753-6278.
1981 Yamaha 400
Special. Excellent con
dition. Call 759-1892
after 5p.m.

1966 International
her
pickup. 4 cylinder
cules diesel with
Chrysler automatic
transmission. 753-627S.
1973 Chevy pickup 451.
Power brakessteering.
air
AM-FM radio tilt
wheel. Call 753-6123.
1977 Chevrolet 4-wheel
drive truck 753-1977.

KEY
AUTO PARTS

1974 Pinto

White, uotematic
trans., fectery air,
one owner, new point
job, 38,000 mks.
Only $1550.00. Cal
753-3230 betwam
Miami"AO .

1974
PINTO
1979 Grand Marquis
Loaded
36000 miles
black with gray interior. $6250. 753 8830
daytime.
1979 Z28. Good condi
tion. $5500. 362 4379.
1979 silver Pontiac
Trans Am 10th An
niversary Edition.
Loaded,
low mileage.
Call after 5p.m.
753-4984.
1978 Ford Fiesta. 36, 000
sunroof
new
_miles
AMFM cassette.
tires
Excellent condition.
753 8512.
1979 Chevette. 2 door
hatchback
red with
black interior. Auto
matic with air con
ditioning. 21. 000 miles.
$3800. 382 2832 Graves
Co.

1977 Cadillac Coop*
Delft Local. One
Near.Sharp.

PURDOM'S
Oldsmobile
Pontiac

Cadillac
1406W. Main
753-5315

NORNBUCKLE BARBER
SHOP
225 LIP. WNW (A•sess

Camm•••• C••4•.1

Specializing In Senior Citizens
Hair Cuts $1.00
Shampoo, Shave and Haircut $2.75
Open Hours
Mon., Tues., Wed., Thurs., Fit., Sat.
7:30-2:30 753-3685

Willimillielasco, WAD

announces the opening
oftills office
for The proth
General Dentistry
Hours by appointment only.
1653 Calloway Ave.

753-1914

THE TAILOR SHOP
Will Move From
101 N. 12th Street
on Saturday Feb. 20th
to
1600 Dodson Ave.
Between Leta's Beauty Solon and The Rib Shack.
They will open for business at their new location
on Monday, Feb. 22nd.

,
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Pilots brave cockpit fire to land plane Boy beaten to death; organs donated'
SCITUATE, R.I. (AP)
— Two pilots were
critically burned when
the) braved a cockpit fire
to crash-land a twinengine commuter plane
onto a frozen reservoir,
while horrified
passengers smashed windows as thick smoke filledthe cabin.
One passenger died in
the crash Sunday in
western Rhode Island,
but the nine other
passengers aboard the
Pilgrim Airlines
DeHavilland Twin Otter
turboprop were taken to
local hospitals in conditions ranging from fair to
good.
"Catastrophe was obvious, but the pilots
stayed fast...It was a
very brilliant and smooth
landing," said Dr.
Ziegfried Kra, a
passenger on the Groton,
Conn., to Boston flight
who was taken to a Providence hospital.

Individual
Horoscope

"I can't tell you how
"The windshield wipers
brave the pilots were to suddenly ceased to move.
sit there in the smoke, it A short time afterward, a
was so pungent," he said. block of ice touched the
Loretta Stanczak, in window, and I began to
her 50s, of Manchester, wonder how they (the
N.H., was killed, said pilots) could see
Barry Wilson, spokesman anything," Kra said.
for the Groton-based car—The smell of window
rier.
cleaner filled the plane,
Critically burned and but did not affect the
taken to Rhode Island windshield, said Kra, who
Hospital in Providence was sitting about 5 feet
were pilot Thomas behind the pilots.
Prinster, 36, of North
"About four minutes
Kingstown, R.I.; and co- after that, a little trickle
pilot Lyle Hogg, 27, of of smoke came out in
Groton.
front of me...a short time
Officials of the Federal later it was quite overAviation Administration powering."
and National TransportaA man used a squash
tion Safety Board plann- racket to break a window
ed to continue an in- and other passengers
vestigation of the crash shattered two other winbegun by the FAA Sunday dows to let in fresh air,
night.
Kra said.
Kra, 51, of New Haven,
Wilson said the pilots
Conn., said the plane was reported a fire on the
about 12 minutes out of plane and were cleared
Groton when a sheet of for an emergency landing
ice formed over the wind- at Green State Airport in
shield.
WaTwick, southwest of

Providence.
But then the pilots said
they were going to land
on the Scituate reservoir,
about 11 miles northwest
of Green State, Wilson
said.
"The plane trembled
and we headed down,"
Kra said.
The plane landed on the
ice, its nose breaking off
and the fuselage skidding
200 to 300 feet, said Tom.Shorthall, a Green
State airport official. The
plane, which did not
submerge, continued to
burn.
The passengers "just
got out and in a split second the plane became an
inferno, engulfed in fire,"
Kra said. Divers were
called to the scene in case
some passengers fell
through the ice, but, Kra
said, "It was a miracle
the ice was as firm as it
was."
The reservoir is located
in a heavily wooded area.
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LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — Organs from the
body of a toddler who
died after being beaten
and submerged in a
bathtub were
transplanted to three people after his mother —
who was charged with his
murder — gave her consent, authorities said.
Two-year-old Derek
Baker died Friday night
at Kosair Children's
Hospital, and within
hours his liver and both
kidneys were removed,
said Ken Richardson, a
staff member of Jewish
Hospital who coordinated
the transplants.
The organs were
transplanted Saturday to
an 8-year-old Texas girl,
whose body hod rejected
another liver donation
earlier in the week, and
two other unidentified
recipients, Richardson
said.
Jewish Hospital is linked to a computer system
that provides a daily up-

date of patients in the
United States who need
organ donations, he said.
The operations were
performed after Derek's
mother, Lynne Christine
Gray, 32, agreed to allow
doctors to remove the
organs.
Ms. Gray and a man
identified as her
boyfriend, John Sullivan
Buford, 44, have been
charged with the boy's
murder. —
Derek died Friday
night of multiple trauma,
said Deputy Coroner
Robert Carter.
Ms. Gray and Buford
apparently beat the boy
and held him under water
in the bathtub to try to get
him to pronounce some
words correctly, said
homicide Sgt. Gene
Waldridge.
Ms. Gray and Buford
pleaded innocent at an arraignment hearing Saturday. A pox() bond was
set for each. Both were
held in the Louisville

Metro Detention Center.
The boy's liver was
flown to Children's
Hospital in Pittsburgh,
where it was implanted
Saturday in Cassie
McPherson, 8, of
Seagoville, Texas.
It was her second liver
transplant operation in
less than a week, said
doctors, who described
her condition as critical.
Without a replacement
liver, she could die within
six months,doctors said.
Dr. Thomas Stare, a
pioneer in organ
transplants, performed
the operation, Richardson said.
One of the boy's
kidneys was flown to
Missouri, where it was
implanted late Saturday
in a 12-year-old girl. The
other kidney was driven
to Ohio and implanted in
a 30-year-old woman.
Richardson declined to
identify the two kidney
recipients.
Each of the

transplanted organs was
functioning and each
operation appeared to be
successful, Richardson
said.
"This is the first time
we've been able to put
everything together to
this extent," he said.
He arranged for the
organ removals after
learning of the boy's
death from a doctor at
Kosair Children's
Hospital. Richardson
said he first approached
the boy's father, Calvin
Baker, who agreed. He
then obtained permission
from the mother.
Both corneas had been
removed from the boy's
eyes but were still
awaiting a recipient,
Richardson said.
"In terms of the liver,
there is only about 12
hours of preservation
time," Richardson said.
He said the time involved
in kidney donations is
longer, from 48 to 72
hours.
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Frasces Drake
FOR TUESDAY,
FEBRUARY 23,1962
What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the
stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
ARIES
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
You may have some resentment concerning unfinished
business. Even if you have to
do it alone, be sure to meet
your obligations.
TAURUS
(Apr. 20 to May 201 tidtue
The accent is on social life,
but there are a few difficulties. A business deal may
make it necessary to cancel
your party plans.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
Goodness comes from afar,
but do not mix business with
pleasure. Try not to let personal affairs interfere with
career decisions.
CANCER
(1
(June 21 to July 22)0
You get the go-ahead about
a travel plan, but first you
may have to find someone to
tend to the needs of a loved one
or shut-in.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
Be sure to consult with a
close tie before making any
decisions regarding joint
assets. You may have to
cancel a social engagement.
VIRGO
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
The unexpected may interfere with your routine. Job
luck is forecast, but a money
question could cause differences with a loved one.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23toOct.22) .1Lni
—
Both bad timing and a case
of nerves could interfere with
work progress. However,
despite obstacles, you must
forge ahead.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
Avoid arbitrary decisions
regarding money. A loved one
could keep you waiting and
you may be somewhat irked.
Even so, good times are accented.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov.22 to Dec. 21)
Your independent nature
could upset a relative. Home
matters are accented, and
amicable talks lead to making
friendly decisions.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22toJan. 19) V
Though the overall outlook
regarding career looks bright,
sane cumbersome details
may trouble you. Avoid friction with others.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb.
The legal ramifications of a
money situation could be of
deep concern. A friend may let
you down or surprise you in an
unexpected way.
PISCES - (Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
Higher-ups are unpredictable now. Avoid impulsive
decisions regarding creditcard spending. Selfexamination leads to new insights.
YOU BORN TODAY are
somewhat introverted, yet
adventurous. You dislike
routine work and are prone to
philosophize. The key to your
success lies in combining what
you learn from experience
with a good education in the
field of your choice. You're inventive, but need further
training to bring out this
natural trait. Writing, fihnacting, teaching, design and
psychology are some of the
fields in which you'll find
fulfillment. Do not let a need
for material success cause
you to choose the wrong vocation. Ehrthdate of Elston
Howard, baseball star; Peter
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Where a man belongs.
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Camel Lights or Camel Filters.
Experience the Camel taste.
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Warning The Surgeon General Has Determined
That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health
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